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Abstract 
A traditional approach for planning is to evaluate goal statements over state trajectories modeling 
predicted behaviors of an agent. This paper describes a powerful extension of this approach for 
handling complex goals for reactive agents. We describe goals by using a modal temporal logic 
that can express quite complex time, safety, and liveness constraints. Our method is based on an 
incremental planner algorithm that generates a reactive plan by computing a sequence of partially 
satisfactory reactive plans converging to a completely satisfactory one. Partial satisfaction means 
that an agent controlled by the plan accomplishes its goal only for some environment events. 
Complete satisfaction means that the agent accomplishes its goal whatever environment events 
occur during the execution of the plan. As such, our planner can be stopped at any time to yield 
a useful plan. An implemented prototype is used to evaluate our planner on empirical problems. 
@ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
The key characteristic of reactive agents is that they maintain an ongoing interaction 
with their environment to accomplish given goals. Such agents play an increasingly 
important role in many computer applications. A reactive agent can be a physical device 
(e.g., a robot) or a software process (e.g., a process scheduling system). Its executions 
are controlled by using a reactive program that invokes the action to be executed at each 
instant, depending on the concurrent situation. 
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The specification of a reactive program is called a reactive plan. It can be described by 
a mapping from situations to actions [ 91 or a state transition system [ 211. An important 
distinction between reactive plans and traditional plans in artificial intelligence is that 
a reactive plan has no predetermined sequence for executing its actions. Rather, the 
order in which the actions are executed depends on the situation sensed by the agent 
at the moment of execution. This makes reactive plans more practical in unpredictable 
environments. 
A reactive plan can be compared to a strategy for an agent playing a game (like 
chess) against an environment. Such an agent chooses the move to make at every 
instant according to a game strategy (i.e., a reactive plan) that takes into account 
the moves played by the environment. However, for most of the applications we are 
interested in, the agent and the environment do not politely take turns as do players in a 
game. In contrast, the time instants at which the environment actions occur are generally 
unpredictable. The goal might also be more complex than simply reaching a winning 
state. 
Our planning method is geared towards discrete-event reactive systems. The term 
“discrete-event” means that the behaviors of the agent in a given environment can be 
modeled by a state transition system. Goals are described by using modal temporal 
logic formulas that can express various types of constraints including time, safety, and 
liveness requirements. A reactive plan is computed from an input specification describing 
the primitive behaviors of the agent and a goal. Specifically, the planner checks the 
goal incrementally over state sequences modeling the behaviors of the agent, producing 
a sequence of partially satisfactory plans that converges to a completely satisfactory 
one. 
Partially satisfactory means that the goal might not be satisfied in some cases de- 
pending on the actions executed by the environment. Completely satisfactory means 
that an agent executing the plan satisfies the goal whatever the actions executed by the 
environment. In general, the longer the planner has been running, the better the obtained 
reactive plan is. This incremental capability is useful in real-time applications because 
the planner can be stopped prematurely to obtain a reaction for a critical situation. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section recalls reactive 
plan synthesis approaches that are closely related to ours. Section 3 outlines our method 
and contributions. Section 4 discusses the specification of primitive behaviors for a 
reactive agent. Section 5 presents the logic that we use to specify goal statements. 
Section 6 describes the plan representation. Section 7 describes the planner algorithm. 
Section 8 discusses the evaluation of the planner on simulated problems. Section 9 
discusses related work from a more technical point of view. Finally, we conclude in 
Section 10. 
2. Related work 
A great deal of research in the areas of artificial intelligence [ 7,9,11], control theory 
[ 211, and program synthesis [ I, 201 focuses on the problem of automatically generating 
reactive plans for discrete-event reactive systems. 
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Usually, the behaviors of a reactive agent are described by a state transition system. 
The purpose of a reactive plan is to select the agent’s actions that must be executed in 
each situation that can likely occur during the execution in order to satisfy a given goal. 
The planning problem is to compute such a reactive plan, given a goal specification and 
a description of primitive behaviors of a reactive agent. The description of primitive 
behaviors takes into account environment events that may interfere with the actions 
executed by the agent, causing nondeterministic effects. 
One planning approach is to perform a forward-chaining search, enumerating the 
possible state sequences starting from a given initial state and checking the goal to 
enable actions that are on satisfactory sequences. Of course, there must be mechanisms 
for controlling the explosion of the search space in order to implement a planner that is 
reasonably efficient. One way is to use heuristics. For example, transition probabilities 
can be exploited to enumerate only the states that are most likely to occur during the 
execution [ 111. Partial-order search techniques have also been proposed to limit the 
state explosion due to interleaving independent actions [ 141. 
Backward-chaining search is also used to generate reactive plans. Its main advantage 
is that it automatically avoids exploring the part of the state space that is irrelevant to 
the goal [ 241. This is, however, applicable only to goals of reaching a final state, for 
which relevance of actions is determined by comparing their effects to propositions in 
the goal or in the preconditions of actions that are already proven relevant. 
Reactive plans can also be computed by applying the theory of Markov decision pro- 
cesses [ 91. By associating probabilities to transitions, a nondeterministic state transition 
system becomes a stochastic automaton. A goal is expressed by specifying a reward 
for each state, that is, a real value expressing the desirability of being in the state. 
The planning problem is to find a policy (i.e., a reactive plan) that maps states to 
actions in order to maximize the expected future rewards. It is computed by defining 
a system of linear equations that relates state transition probabilities to state rewards 
and then by applying a dynamic programming algorithm to the linear equations. Simple 
achievement and maintenance goals are handled by using appropriate reward func- 
tions. 
Another planning approach is to use a tixpoint calculation algorithm that was orig- 
inally proposed in the area of control theory [ 211. A transition system describing 
primitive behaviors is seen as a generator for a language of all strings that denote 
possible sequences of events. A goal is also represented by a state transition sys- 
tem that defines legal sequences of events. A reactive plan (also called a controller 
or supervisor) is represented by a state transition system and a feedback function 
that disables undesired events in some states. A language is said to be controllable 
if it is closed under environment executions, that is, whatever uncontrollable event 
is concatenated to a string in the language, one obtains another string in the lan- 
guage. The planning problem is to determine the largest controllable language sat- 
isfying the goal. This language is characterized by the largest fixpoint of an oper- 
ator over languages, which is the cornerstone for an algorithm that computes con- 
trollers. 
The last approach that we discuss is generating a reactive plan with theorem proving 
techniques 1201. In this context, a reactive plan (also called a reactive module) is 
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modeled as a tree of states, that is, states that may be reached by a nondeterministic 
execution of a reactive module. Given a temporal logic formula expressing the desired 
behaviors for a reactive system, one constructs a tree-automaton that accepts trees that 
are models of the formula. Then, a reactive module is obtained from the tree-automaton. 
The approach of Abadi et al. [ 11 is quite similar, but the input specification is a state 
transition system instead of a temporal formula. 
Each of the above approaches has its limitations, virtues, and applications. For in- 
stance, the fixpoint calculation algorithm is limited by the fact that it requires the entire 
state transition system to reside in memory. In contrast, a search-based approach facil- 
itates the expansion of states on the fly, without having to memorize the entire state 
space. The theorem proving approach is limited by the fact that it does not keep separate 
the information about actions and states in the synthesis process, which is impractical 
for debugging the specification and for controlling the state explosion problem. The 
decision theoretic approach can cope with the state explosion problem by using transi- 
tion probabilities and iterative refinement techniques, yet is limited to simple goals of 
achievement and maintenance. 
3. Our planning method 
We model the dynamics of a reactive agent in an environment by using a nondeter- 
ministic state transition system. A goal is specified by using a modal temporal logic 
formula. A reactive plan is described by a set of situation control rules [lo]. Each 
situation control rule specifies an action to be executed in a corresponding situation. In 
addition, it specifies the possible successors. 
A reactive plan is computed from a nondeterministic state transition system describ- 
ing the behaviors of a reactive agent and a goal, by incrementally enumerating state 
sequences and checking the goal to obtain actions that guide the agent along satisfactory 
sequences. The approach is similar in spirit to the anytime synthetic projection algorithm 
of Drummond and Bresina [ Ill, but our planner handles much more complex goals 
and deals with infinite behaviors. The manner in which goals are checked over state 
sequences is essentially model checking. 
Model checking is widely used in the verification of temporal properties [ 8,261. 
It has also been applied to synchronize reactive plans [ 16,221 and to control search 
in a classical planner [5]. To check goals over state sequences, our planner general- 
izes the approach of Bacchus and Kabanza [5] by defining mechanisms for handling 
uncontrollable actions, liveness goals, and time constraints. 
A preliminary version of our method was published in [7]. Herein, we detail the 
procedure for handling liveness goals, present an incremental planning algorithm, and 
evaluate the planner on a number of empirical problems. We believe that our method 
brings at least three contributions to the reactive plan synthesis problem. 
l First, we describe an extension of the search-based planning approach to deal with 
complex goals for reactive agents. The ability of handling complex temporal goals 
is desirable for autonomous agents as long as they are expected to accomplish 
really useful tasks. 
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l Second, we describe an incremental planner algorithm for such goals. In AI planning 
terminology, our planner can be characterized as an anytime planner in the sense 
that it can be stopped at any time to yield a useful plan. 
l Finally, our planning method contributes to a deeper understanding of the rela- 
tions between the research fields outlined above by integrating the concepts of 
controllability, safety, and liveness, and the concern of handling complex goals. 
Designing a planner algorithm requires formalisms for describing primitive behav- 
iors, specifying goals, and representing reactive plans. It also requires a technique for 
computing reactive plans from a specification of primitive behaviors and a goal. These 
issues are addressed in this paper. 
4. Specifying primitive behaviors 
Primitive behaviors are described recursively by an initial world state wa and a 
transition function succ between world states. The function succ returns a list of actions 
that are executable in each world state, their corresponding duration, and successors. 
More specifically, succ( w) returns a list ((al, dr , WI), . . . , (a,, d,, W,,)), where ai is 
an action that is executable in w, di is a strictly positive real number denoting the 
duration of ai in state w, and Wi the set of nondeterministic successors resulting from 
the execution of ai in w. 
Intuitively, the pair (wa, succ) describes the dynamics of a reactive agent in a given 
environment in the sense that, by applying succ, we can obtain all states the agent could 
be in at any time when executing its own actions under the influence of actions executed 
by other agents in the environment, which are implicitly represented via nondeterministic 
transitions. When ai is executed in w, the interference with concurrent environment 
actions cause uncertainty about the outcome, which can be any state among those 
in Wi. 
Example 1. Fig. 1 shows a partial description of a nondeterministic transition system 
that describes the behaviors of a reactive agent (some transitions are not shown due 
to space limitations). In this example, the reactive agent is a scheduler s that allocates 
a resource Y to two processes p] and p2 that compose the environment for s. Each 
state describes a set of propositions true in the corresponding situation. For instance, 
requesting(pl , r) is interpreted as “process p1 is requesting resource r”. Each action 
lasts one time unit. The initial state has an empty set of propositions. A process can 
request the use of the resource at any time, provided that it is not already requesting or 
using it. Each time the scheduler has deallocated the resource, it enters a busy state in 
which the only possible action is to wait. A process using a resource never releases it 
unless the scheduler explicitly deallocates the resource. 
In reality, most interesting reactive scheduling problems involve much more than 
simply two processes and one resource. The interactions between processes and the 
scheduler may also be very complex. For instance, in a distributed computing application, 
the scheduler may denote a process that allocates the right to execute mutually exclusive 
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deallocate( s, r, p2) 
Fig. 1. Partial description of a state transition system for a scheduler and two processes. 
code to other processes by changing appropriately shared variables. A scheduler may 
also denote a process that allocates peripheral devices (e.g., printers) to other processes. 
In a robotics application, a scheduler may denote a robot that fetches and delivers objects 
to different consumer processes, which may be other robots. For the sake of clarity, we 
discuss our planning method by using the above simple example, but Section 8 presents 
more complex problems. 
For most of the part, the execution of a reactive agent has no definite ending point. 
For instance, it may be difficult to determine when a scheduler must stop monitoring 
requests and allocating resources. Thus, we view the execution of a reactive agent as 
a never terminating one, involving endless sensing and reaction to environment events. 
Accordingly, the execution of reactive plan by a reactive agent produces an infinite 
sequence of states. Nonetheless, finite executions can be simulated by using a terminal 
state in which the agent continually executes a wait action. The wait action is executable 
in all states that can be reached by executing other actions. 
In practice, succ can be defined via some action representation formalism that allows 
succinct specifications. For example, our own implementation defines succ by a set 
of ADL operators. s Each operator describes the precondition, effects, duration, and 
controllability status for a schema of actions. Given a world state w, the planner computes 
succ(w) by instantiating the operators to find enabled actions, which are instances of 
the operators. Obtained actions are then composed to take into account their possible 
simultaneous execution. The parallel composition of actions is achieved by interleaving 
3 ADL (Action Description Language) is an extension of STRIPS operators I 191. 
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them and then hiding uncontrollable actions to obtain nondeterministic transitions. The 
procedure for composing parallel actions is quite simple; its details are omitted due to 
space limitations. 
Given a pair (wa, succ) that describes primitive behaviors for a reactive agent, one 
can specify a goal stating a particular desired behavior. Then, the role of a planner is 
to compute a reactive plan that selects, for each state, one action to be executed by 
the agent among the many possible primitive ones, in order to satisfy the given goal, 
whatever nondeterministic transitions are caused by environment actions. For example, 
in the scheduling domain, a goal would state that each time a process requests the 
resource, it must obtain the grant to use it within four time units. Then, a planner would 
automatically determine a particular strategy (i.e., reactive plan) for allocating resources 
that complies with this goal. 
Roughly, our planning method is to view the pair (we, succ) that describes primitive 
behaviors as a generator of many different reactive plans-possibly infinitely many- 
in the sense that, for any state w, succ(w) represents different possible selections 
of actions. Each choice leads to a different reactive plan. From this perspective, the 
planning problem is essentially to determine the choices that satisfy a given goal. To 
solve it, one must first choose a goal language and a formal notion of goal satisfac- 
tion. 
5. Specifying goals 
Modal temporal logics have been proven useful for specifying temporal properties in 
the verification of reactive systems [ 181. Formulas in such logics are interpreted over 
models that are infinite sequences of states. Thus, they are appropriate for specifying 
goals to our planner. To fix a context, we chose a particular modal temporal logic that 
can express time constraints. Specifically, we use Metric Temporal Logic (MTL) [ 171. 
In MTL, goals of achievement are conveyed by the eventually and until modalities, 
whereas goals of maintenance are conveyed by the always and until modalities. Note 
that the until modality conveys both achievement and maintenance constraints. 
5. I. Syntax 
MTL formulas are constructed from an enumerable collection of propositions; the 
Boolean connectives A (and) and 7 (not); and the temporal connectives O,, (next), 
a,, (always), and UNf (until), where N denotes either .$:, <, 2, or >, and t is a 
positive real number. The formula formation rules are: 
l every proposition p is a formula and 
l if f~ and f:! are formulas, then so are lfl, fl A f2, O,, fl, q ,, fl, and fl uwt f2. 
In addition to these basic rules, we use the standard abbreviations fl v f2 5 -( 1 fl A 
7f2) (fl or f2), fl -+f2 - -fl V f2 (fl implies f2), and OW, f = trueUN, f 
(eventually f). As usual, the language contains two atomic propositions true and false: 
true denotes valid statements (true G pVy), while false denotes inconsistent statements 
(false s p A 7~). 
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The intuitive meaning of MTL formulas is captured by using the natural language 
interpretation for logical connectives and by noting that, when a time constraint “N t” 
is associated to a modal connective, the modal formula must hold within a time period 
satisfying the relation “w t”. For example, ft 4 f;! is read as “fl implies f2”, OG, f 
as “the next state is in the closed time interval [ 0, t] and satisfies f”, q G, f as “always 
f on the closed time interval [0, t]“, 0~ f as “eventually f within t time units”, or, 
equivalently, “eventually f on the closed time interval [0, t]“, and ft ~2, f2 as “ft 
until f2 on the semi-open time interval [t, co)“. 
It is interesting to note that, when time is discrete, the ordering relations “6 t” 
and “a t” can be used to define “< t” and “> t”. For example, if time values are 
natural numbers, (< t) E (< t - 1) and (> t) E (3 t + 1). It must also be noted 
that, although we assume real numbers for time constraints, models of formulas are 
discrete because they are sequences of states. In fact, the only advantage of using real 
numbers is that we can allow actions having durations that are real numbers. But, time 
values for goal constraints will be sampled only at discrete points that correspond to 
states. 
5.2. Semantics 
MTL formulas are interpreted over models of the form M = (W, 7~, D), where 
l Mi is an infinite sequence of world states WOWI . . .; 
l T is a binary function that evaluates propositions in a world state: rr(p, w) returns 
true if proposition p holds in world state w; and 
l 2, is a time transition function: V (wi, wit-t ) returns a strictly positive real number, 
which is the time duration for the transition (wi, Wi+ 1) . In fact, D ( wi, wi+l ) denotes 
the duration taken by the action that causes state wi+t from wi. 
As usual, we write (M, w) k f if state w in model M satisfies formula f. When 
the model is understood, we simply write w k f. In addition to the standard rules for 
Boolean connectives, we have the following rules for temporal connectives. We only give 
the semantic definitions for temporal connectives with the time constraints 6 and 3. The 
definitions for < and > are similar. For a state wi in a model M with di = D( wi, wi+l ), 
a proposition p, formulas fl and f2: 
0 Wi k p i# 7r(p, w;) returns true; 
l w, + O~,fl, $4 < r and N+I k fl; 
l wi I= O,,fi, $74 3 t and w+l /= fr; 
l wi l=~~,fl, ifs 
di < t and wi l= .fl and W;+I /= q <(r-d,) ft; or 
di > t and wi k fl; 
l Wi k q + fl, $7 
di < t and wi+l + 02(,-d,) fl; or 
di>tandt#Oandwi+t~U~efl;or 
t = 0 and wi + fl and wi+t k 020 fr ; 
l wi j= f~ UQ f2, ifs 
d; < t and (wi k f2 or (wi k fl and Wi+t k fl (/<(t-d,) f2)); or 
di > t and wi k fi; 
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di < t and Wi+l k f~ U>(t-d,) f2; Or 
di>tandtfOandwi+l~=,Lf~of2;or 
t =O and (wi t= f2 or (wi k f~ and wi+l k f~ U>of2)). 
Finally, we say that model M (or sequence W) satisfies a formula f if wc b f, 
Example 2. 
( 1) The formula 020 020 p states that p must eventually be made true and then 
maintained true thereafter. 
(2) The formula 0~10 0~20~ states that p must be made true within 10 time units 
and then maintained true for at least 20 time units. 
(3) The formula 
q >0(~(using(pl,r) Ausing(p2,r)) A (1) 
(requesting(pl,r) -‘0,4 usiw(pl,r)) A (2) 
(requesting(p2, r) ---f 0~4 usiw(p2, r))) (3) 
states that pi and p2 must never use resource r at the same time (subformula ( 1) ) 
and each process requesting resource r must obtain the right to use it within four 
time units (subformulas (2) and (3)). 
A goal of the form q a:,(q -+ 05’ p) is satisfied by an agent that continuously senses 
the current world state, checking if q holds, to execute actions making p true within t 
time units. There is no single final state in which we can consider that the goal has been 
satisfied. Instead, the execution eventually leads to cycles representing infinite behaviors 
that satisfy the goal. 
5.3. Safety and liveness constraints 
Any temporal goal can be seen as conveying a safety constraint and a liveness 
constraint. A safety constraint states that something bad must never happen during the 
execution, while a liveness constraint states that something good must eventually happen. 
Another way to understand this is that a safety constraint prohibits transitions to bad 
states, while a liveness constraint specifies transitions that must be eventually traversed. 
Safety constraints are conveyed by MTL formulas of the form O,, fi, q ,, fl, for 
any ordering relation N, fi II<, f2, and f~ lJCt f2. Liveness constraints are conveyed 
by formulas of the form fl i/a, f2 or fl U,* f2. However, a negated always conveys a 
liveness constraint, while a negated until conveys a safety constraint, as indicated by the 
following equivalences: 
l(%, f, = 04 -f (4) 
-(f1 u-J_f2) = (a-,~$21 v (7f2UNI(7fl r\‘f2)) (5) 
for N denoting any of the four ordering relations. This characterization of safety and 
liveness constraints is important in the description of our planning method. In fact, the 
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difficult part of this method deals with the management of formulas that express liveness 
constraints. 
5.4. Negative normal form 
In general, a formula can involve different types of temporal connectives to convey 
both safety and liveness constraints. It is possible to check that any formula does not 
convey liveness constraints by first transforming it into an equivalent in negative normal 
form, that is, a form in which only propositions are negated. Then, one scans the formula 
to determine whether or not it contains a subformula of the form fi ~2~ f2 or ft u>, f2. 
Any MTL formula can be transformed into an equivalent in negative normal form by 
propagating the negation connective inwards: negated temporal connectives are trans- 
formed by using Eq. (4), Eq. (5)) and the equation 1 O,, f = (0,, Tf) v 0, true, 
where z denotes the converse of the ordering relation N. Negated classical connectives 
(A and V) are transformed with standard distributive and De Morgan laws. 
6. Reactive plans 
A reactive plan is represented by a set of situation control rules (SCR) [ lo]. In the 
original definition, an SCR simply maps a world state to a set of actions that can be 
executed simultaneously. Herein, only one reactive agent executes controllable actions in 
reaction to actions executed by environment agents. Hence, there is only one action for 
each SCR. Our representation extends the original definition of SCRS by defining plan 
states that are labeled by world states and a transition relation between plan states to 
allow the interpretation process to be biased by the recommendation from the previously 
executed SCR. This extension was initially proposed in [ 151. Other authors experimented 
with it in telescope control applications [ 121. 
6.1. The representation of reactive plans 
A reactive plan is represented by a set of SCRs, where an SCR is a tuple of the form 
(n, w, a, N), such that: 
l n is a number denoting a plan state; 
l w is the world state labeling the plan state n and describing the situation in which 
the SCR is applicable; 
l a is the action to be executed when w holds; and 
l N is a set of integers denoting plan states that are nondeterministic successors of n 
when a is executed. 
Example 3. Fig. 2 shows a reactive plan for the scheduler partially represented in Fig. 1 
and a goal of eventually allocating resource r to each process requesting it. The formula 
expressing this goal is like goal 3 in Example 2, but time constraints for the eventually 
connectives are of the form “2 0”. Propositions and action names are written in a 
Lisp-like notation. 
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(STATE OWORLD nil ACTION (waits) SUCCS (0 14 10)) 
(STATE 1 WORLD ((requesting ~2 r) ) ACTION (allocate S t’ p2) SUCCS (2 9) ) 
(STATE 2 WORLD ( (using p2 r) ) ACTION (deallocate s r p2) succs (3 7) ) 
(STATE 3 WORLD ((busy s)) ACTION (waits) succs (0 14 10)) 
(STATE 4 WORLD ((requesting pl r)) ACTION (allocate s r pl) SUCCS (5 8)) 
(STATE 5 WORLD ( (using pl r) > ACTION (deallocate s r pl > succs (3 6) ) 
(STATE 6 WORLD ((busy s) (requesting p2 r)) ACTION (wait s) succs (1 11)) 
(STATE 7 WORLD ( (busy s> (requesting pl r)) ACTION (wait s) succs (4 10)) 
(STATE 8 WORLD ( (requesting p2 r) (using pl r) ) 
ACTION (deallocate s r pl ) SUCCS (6) ) 
(STATE 9 WORLD ( (requesting pl r) (using p2 r) > 
ACTION (deallocate s r p2) succs (7)) 
(STATE 10 WORLD ((requesting pl r) (requesting p2 r) ) 
ACTION (allocate s r pl) SUCCS (8)) 
(STATE 11 WORLD ( (requesting pl r) (requesting p2 r)) 
ACTION (allocate s r p2) SUCCS (9)) 
Fig. 2. A reactive plan for a process cheduler 
A plan can contain different SCRs with the same world state. In particular, this is 
the case with the SCR for states 10 and 11. Intuitively, the possibility of having dif- 
ferent plan states labeled with the same world state amounts to extending the original 
world state space. Such an extension is necessary for many goals expressed by tem- 
poral formulas. For instance, without extending the original state space of Fig. 1, it 
is not possible to write a reactive plan satisfying the goal of eventually allocating re- 
source r to each requesting process. As a reactive plan is essentially a mapping from 
states to actions, it would allocate the resource to the same process in the world state 
(requesfing(pl , r) , requesfing(p2, I) ) , causing the other process to never use the re- 
source. 
6.2. Executing a reactive plan 
An agent executes a reactive plan by first fetching the SCR corresponding to the 
initial world state. By convention, this is the SCR with plan state 0. The corresponding 
world state describes the current situation before the agent executes any action. At any 
time, given the current SCR (n, w, a, N), the action a is executed and the SCR matching 
the resulting situation is determined from the successor plan states in N by getting 
an SCR (n’, w’, a’, N’) such that n’ is in N and w’ holds in the new situation. Then, 
a’ is executed. The execution continues on endlessly by fetching an SCR matching 
the current situation based on the successor states given by the previously executed 
SCR. As finite executions are simulated by using a terminal state in which the agent 
performs a waif action endlessly, an SCR corresponding to such a state w has the form 
(n, w, wait, (n)). 
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6.3. Satisfactory reactive plans 
Since nondeterministic transitions represent interference between an action executed 
by an agent and those performed by external processes in the environment, an agent 
executing a reactive plan cannot predict which nondeterministic successor will result 
from the current action. Hence, the sequence of states that will be generated by executing 
a reactive plan cannot be predicted either. 
A reactive plan is deemed completely satisfactory if each sequence of states that may 
be generated by executing it satisfies the goal, whatever nondeterministic successor is 
selected for each action. In other words, as far as the environment executes its actions as 
predicted in the specified nondeterministic model of primitive behaviors, the execution 
of the reactive plan will satisfy the goal. 
On the other hand, a reactive plan is said to be partially satisfactory if, by executing 
it, it may be possible to generate a sequence of states that does not satisfy the goal. 
In other words, the environment may execute an action diverting the execution to bad 
situations. It is often desirable to characterize the likelihood of such bad executions by 
associating nondeterministic transitions with probabilities. Such an extension is beyond 
the scope of the present paper, but the conclusion discusses some ideas about our future 
work in that direction. 
7. Planner 
Our planning approach is to view an initial world state wo and the function succ as 
a generator of graphs representing reactive plans. The planner searches for sequences 
of states satisfying the goal while taking into account nondeterministic transitions to 
obtain such a graph. The process for checking goals deals with sequences individually, 
but the overall planning process deals with graphs representing reactive plans. From 
a search process point of view, the violation of a safety constraint by a sequence of 
states always occurs on a finite prefix of the sequence. Thus, such a violation leads to 
dead ends during the search process of the planner. In contrast, a liveness constraint can 
only be violated by an infinite sequence of states. Such a violation leads to bad cycles 
during search. We start by sketching a planner algorithm for goals that only express 
safety constraints. Then, building on it, we describe a more general planner algorithm 
that handles any arbitrary MTL goal formula. 
7.1. Planning for safety constraints 
The process we use to check goal formulas is called goal progression to stress the fact 
that this process consists in progressing the goal formula forward over state sequences 
generated by succ. The main idea is to label each state with a formula that must be 
satisfied by each sequence starting from this state. The initial state is labeled with the 
input goal. Then, given any current state and its label, the label of a successor produced 
by succ is obtained by applying the algorithm described in Fig. 3. 
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violated and a mechanism that detects points where liveness constraints are violated. 
In this subsection, we discuss the case of safety constraints. Then, the next subsection 
generalizes to the case of Iiveness constraints. 
For safety constraints, the violation of a maintenance requirement conveyed by always 
and until connectives is detected when evaluating propositions (case 2 in the progression 
algorithm). The violation of a deadline for eventually achieving a subgoal conveyed by 
the until connective is detected when the time bound decreases to 0 before the eventuality 
is satisfied (case 10 in the progression algorithm). This can be illustrated by a simple 
case in which the current state is labeled with fr U<, f2, where f2 contains no temporal 
connectives. 
As long as fz is not satisfied, the goal is progressed by decreasing the time bound by 
the action duration. Should ft be violated or the time bound reach 0, the progression 
returns false. Since the time bound is decreased by the action duration in each state, the 
goal of a current state differs from that of its descendants. Thus, if we do not expand 
states labeled false, a cycle cannot be formed unless f:! is satisfied. When f2 is satisfied, 
the progression returns true, so that we could obtain a goal equal to that of an ancestor. 
This is the only way a cycle can be formed. This means that any infinite sequence 
unwound from a path terminated by a cycle satisfies a goal that involves only safety 
constraints.4 A reactive plan is obtained from a graph composed of such paths. 
Given a goal formula f that does not involve liveness constraints, a simple planner 
algorithm is: 
(1) 
(2) 
Generate a graph of states labeled with goal formulas by starting from a state 
SO that is wg labeled with f. Then, for every state s that is w labeled with 
f f false, for every (a, d, W) E succ( w), and for every w’ in IV, create a 
successor s’ of s that consists of w’ labeled with a formula f’ given by the 
equation f' = Progress-goal( f, w, d, 7~); the transition (s, s’) is labeled a. 
A reactive plan is easily read from the graph obtained by the previous step. 
In Step 1, states labeled false are not expanded because, according to Theorem 4, 
any sequence containing such a state cannot satisfy the goal. Step 2 is more thoroughly 
explained later when we generalize the planner algorithm to liveness constraints. In fact, 
we will further see that the two steps can be carried on simultaneously by extracting the 
plan on the fly to obtain an incremental planner algorithm. 
Example 5. Fig. 4 shows a partial description of the graph obtained by progressing 
Goal 3 in Example 2 for the function succ graphically represented by Fig. 1. The 
initial state has an empty set of propositions and all actions have a duration of one 
time unit. The goal is noted fo and labels the initial state. The goals labeling the 
other states are obtained as follows: for each transition (w, w’), the goal f' labeling 
w’ is obtained from f labeling w by the equation f’ = Progress-goaZ( f, w, 1, T). The 
progression of f2 through the state (using(pi , r) , ushg(p2, u) ) yields false because the 
subformula l( using( pt , r ) A using( p2, I) ) is violated. The progression of the formula f4 
4 Later, we give proofs for more general results that involve both safety and liveness constraints (Theorems I I 
and 12). The particular case of safety constraints can be easily derived from these proofs. 
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fo 
fo 
rryuesting(p~, r) 
rrqwsfing(p~, r) 
/--- rrqursting(p2, r) 
f’l nllocote( s, r, ,‘, ) r-5 usin‘?(/q, r) requesting(p2, r) 
: woif( s) 
,?t-rr_.c_...__. 
1 using(pl, r) I 
: using(p*, r) / ._.__.__..._...~ 
Goals: 
fo = q ~0(-4using(pl,r) A using(p2.r)) A
(reqoesting(pi. r) + 0~ using(pl, r)) A 
(requesting(p2, r) - 0~ using(p2, r))) 
.f~ = .fo A 0~3 using(m, r) A 0~3 using(p2, r) 
fi = AI A V~2uskO2,r) 
.h = .h A 0~1 us&dpz.r) 
f4 =.tir A Og.3 mif&m,r) A Oq(iusingb2,r) 
.f5 = fb A 042 us&Xm, r) 
f~ = I”u A 0~ I usiw(ml r) 
f-, = ~II A 0~0 usingho, r) 
.fi: = .fo A 0~3 osing(pl. r) 
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Fig. 4. A partial description of a graph obtained by progressing a goal. 
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fo r-= 1 
fo Wlif( s) 
fi 
reque.ml~(p,, r) 
ruqursting(pz, r) 
allocc1rr(s, r, p, ) 
fl 
usindtq. r) 
wyue.sting(p~, r) 
duallocnte( s, r, p, ) f2 
rfywsting(p2, r) 
busy(s) 
wait(s) 
f2 
ullocate(s, r, PI 1 rpqursting(pl, r) 
requusting( ~2, r) 
Goals: 
reyu~sting( pi, r) 
asing( p* , I) 
f_i deallocute( s, r, p2) 
rrquesting(pl, r) 
hU.~~( s) 
f3 wvtnt( s) 
ruywsting( p,, r) ollocate( s, r, 1’2 ) 
rrqursting(p2, r) 
1 
fn= q >o(~(using(Pl,r) Ausing(p2.r)) A 
(requesting(pl,r) --*O~~,using(pj,r)) A 
(requesfing(p2, r) - O>O using(p2, r))) 
.f~ = fo A 020 usingOh, r) A O>O using(p2, r) 
.f2 = fo A Op using(p2, r) 
.fi = fo A 021) usiw(pl, r) 
Fig. 5. A tentative expansion of states with liveness goals. 
through the world state (requesting(pl , Y) , requesGng(p2, Y) ) also yields false because 
the time bound for 0~0 using(p2, r) is 0, but using(p2, r) is not satisfied. For the same 
reason, the progression of f4 through ( using( p1, Y) , requesring( p2, r ) ) yields false, for 
any action. It can be easily checked that any infinite sequence unwound from a path 
terminated by a cycle satisfies fo. 
If a goal involves liveness constraints, then cycles that do not satisfy it can be formed. 
This is because liveness constraints are conveyed by an unbounded-time until (i.e., a 
formula of the form j-1 U2r f2 or j-1 U>r fz). With such a formula, the progression 
process sooner or later reaches a state at which t is decreased to 0. From that point, if 
fl is not violated and f2 is not satisfied, the progressed goal never changes. Hence, the 
progression process may reach a previous state with the same goal to form a cycle, but 
the cycle may not contain a state satisfying f2. ’ 
5 Such a situation would not occur with a constraint of the form “< t” or “< t” because. in this case, t 
is decremented by the action duration for every traversed transition, as long ins f2 is not satisfied. Hence, a 
previously encountered formula cannot be met again on the same path unless f2 is satisfied in-between. 
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Example 6. Fig. 5 shows progressions for a goal similar to that in the previous example, 
except that the time constraint for the eventualities is “3 0”. Clearly, many infinite 
sequences unwound from paths terminated by cycles do not satisfy fo. For example, the 
leftmost cycle involves two states labeled f2 = fo A O>O using(pz, r), but no state along 
this cycle satisfies the proposition using( p2. r) . 
7.2. Handling liveness constraints 
The goal progression process fails to detect the violation of liveness constraints be- 
cause such constraints can only be violated by infinite sequences or cycles. This problem 
is tackled by keeping track of unbounded-time until formulas to check that they are even- 
tually satisfied along cycles. 6 As the characterization of safety and liveness constraints 
with respect to temporal connectives depends on whether or not the connectives are in 
the scope of the negation connective, we simplify the planner algorithm by transforming 
the input goal into an equivalent in negative normal form. Thereafter, the goal progres- 
sion process preserves this form because the function Progress-goal never introduces a 
negative connective symbol. 
7.2.1. Decomposing goals into disjunctive normal form 
In order to check liveness constraints, we need to transform every progressed goal 
into disjunctive normal form, that is, an equivalent formula of the form gi V . . . V g,, 
such that each gi is a conjunction of the form hi A . . . A h,,!,, where each hj is a literal 
or a formula whose main connective is 0, 0, or (1. Any MTL formula in negative 
normal form can be transformed into an equivalent in disjunctive normal form by using 
standard distributive laws between the connectives A and V. As further explained below, 
this transformation allows us to label states with goals that are conjunctions of formulas 
so that we can easily determine the eventualities that must be progressed. 
Let s be a current state during search, w the corresponding world state, and f the 
corresponding goal. If we followed the planner algorithm sketched in Section 7.1, given 
a successor w’ of W, we would generate a successor s’ of s whose world state is w’ 
and goal is f’ = Progress-goal( f, w, d, S-) . This time, instead of proceeding in this way, 
we transform f’ into an equivalent formula f” in disjunctive normal form and then 
check the satisfaction of each disjunct of f” separately. This is done by creating as 
many copies of w’ as we have disjuncts of f”, each copy being labeled with a different 
disjunct. All these copies become nondeterministic successors of s. 
To be more specific, we introduce the notion of an extended state, that is, a world 
state labeled with a goal formula and a set of unbounded-time until formulas. By con- 
vention, we denote world states by the letter w, possibly with a subscript, and extended 
states by the letter s, also possibly with a subscript. Given an extended state s, its cor- 
h An alternative and simpler approach for handling liveness constraints would be to approximate infinite 
sequences by sufficiently long finite sequences. This can be done by associating states with time stamps. In 
this case, since time never decreases, cycles cannot be formed. However, it may be difficult to determine 
a sufficient length for sequences of timed states. Moreover, the association of states with time stamps may 
increase the size of the state space by introducing many states that differ only in time stamps. 
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Expand( s, succ, 7~) { 
1. for each (a, d, W) in succ(s.world) { 
2. g = Progress-goal( s.goal, s.world, d, GT); 
3. for each disjunct f in disjunctive-normal-form(g) 
4. for each w in W { 
5. s’ := create-new-state( ) ; s’. world := w; 
6. s’.goal := f; s’.eventualities := Progress-eventualities( , s’, d, T); 
7. generate-transition( s, a, s’) ;}}} 
Fig. 6. Algorithm for expanding a state. 
responding world state is noted s.world, the goal s.goal, and the set of unbounded-time 
until formulas s.eventuaZities, because it represents formulas that must be eventually 
satisfied. 
Given an initial world state wa, a transition function succ, a goal formula f, and a 
function r for interpreting propositions, we have several initial extended states that are 
obtained as follows. The input formula f is transformed into an equivalent f' in negative 
normal form. Then, f' is transformed into an equivalent f" = fl V. .V fn in disjunctive 
normal form. This gives n initial states si, such that si.world = wg, si.goal = fi, and 
sjmentualities = 0. ’ 
The algorithm for generating successors of extended states is called Expand (see 
Fig. 6). Its input is an extended state s, a transition function succ for world states, and 
a function 7~ that evaluates propositions in world states. It generates transitions from 
state s by applying succ to s.world to obtain successor world states, Progress-goal to 
obtain their respective goal labels, and Progress-eventualities to obtain their set of even- 
tualities labels. Step 3 handles goal decomposition by introducing an additional level of 
nondeterminism. Step 4 handles the nondeterminism conveyed by succ. 
Fig. 7 illustrates graphically the expansion of a state s. Part (a) shows the successors 
of s.world that would be obtained by applying succ( s.world). Part (b) shows the 
successors of s that would be created by Expand(s). Each successor of s obtained by 
applying an action oi is labeled by a goal fij, where j corresponds to the jth disjunct 
of the disjunctive normal form of Progress-goal(s.goal, s.world,di,r), given di the 
duration of the transition corresponding to a;. The sets Ei,i contain eventualities that are 
progressed from s. The other annotations in the figure explain the interpretation for each 
level of nondeterminism. They are discussed further later when defining the planner 
algorithm. 
7.2.2. Progressing eventualities 
By construction, for any extended state s, s.goal is a conjunction of the form fl A 
. . . A f,,. A subformula is required to hold in a state s only if it is a conjunct fi of 
s.goal. Eventualities are progressed only if they are conjuncts of goals labeling states. 
For example, let us consider a state s with s.goal = q ga(p + 020 q), where p and q 
’ We use the symbol 0 to represent the empty set. 
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World choice by the environment 
Action choice by the agent 
World choice 
Goal choice 
the environment f 
link 
Action choice 
a 
, 41 61, 1 , Eil 4, , 
I split split 
link 
Expansion of s 
(b) 
by the agent 
Fig. 7. Expanding a state s, with s.world = W, s.~onl = ,f, and s.eventualities = E. 
are propositions. Although 020 q is a subformula of s.goal, it would not be progressed 
in a set of eventualities because it is not a conjunct of s.goal. This is coherent with the 
fact that s.goal only requires that 020 q must hold only on sequences rooted from states 
satisfying p, which is not the case for s. If there is a descendant s’ of s that satisfies p 
but not q, then, since $a(p -+ 020 q) is progressed through all descendants of s, any 
state s” that is a successor of s’ must be such that s”.goal= 02, q A Qo(p --) 020 q). 
The conjunct 020 q reflects the fact that, this time q must eventually hold on sequences 
rooted from s”. Hence, 0204 will be progressed in the set of eventualities. 
This is the image. In reality, we do not need to check new eventualities at every step. 
As described in Fig. 8, we progress a set of eventualities from a state s to a successor 
s’ by removing formulas f’ &a f” and f’ U>O f” such that Progress-goal( f”, s.world, 
d, T) is locally entailed by s’ (Step 2). Only when we reach a state with an empty 
set of eventualities, do we compute a new set of eventualities (Step 1). The formula 
returned by Progress-goal{ f”, s.world, d, TT) expresses the requirement that would have 
to be satisfied by the sequence from s’ in order to have the entire sequence from s 
satisfy f”. 
The local entailment of a formula f by an extended state s is a restricted form of 
the logical entailment of f by s.goal. A formula f is locally entailed by an extended 
state s if the interpretation of f yields true, assuming that a literal holds if it is a 
conjunct of s.goal, and a modal formula g holds if there is a modal formula g’ that 
is a conjunct of s.goaZ and differs with g at most by the time constraint of their main 
temporal connective; the time constraints must be such that g’ implies g (see Fig. 9). 
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Progress-eventualities( s, s’, d, 7~) 
( 1) if s.eventualities is empty, then return the set of formulas f of the 
form f’ U~O f” or f’ CJ>O f” that are conjuncts of s.goal (i.e., if we 
note s.goal = fl A . . . A f,,# then ,f must be one of the fi), such that 
Locally-entailed( Progress-goal( f”, s.world, d, T), s’) returns false; 
(2) otherwise, return the set of formulas obtained from s.eventualities by 
removing formulas of the form f’ Uga f” or f’U>of” such that 
Locally-entailed( Progress-goal( f”, s.world, d, z-) , s’) returns true; 
Fig. 8. Eventuality progression algorithm. 
For a next or until connective, the implication relation between time constraints is 
noted by interval-implies-next-until. For an always connective, it is noted by interval- 
implies-always. The definition of these relations follows trivially from the semantic 
definition of MTL formulas, by observing that time constraints actually denote time 
intervals over which the corresponding modalities must hold. Thus, interval-implies- 
next-until( < t’, 6 t) returns true if t’ 6 t and interval-implies-next-until( 6 t’, < t) 
returns true if t’ < t, while interval-implies-always(< t’, 6 t) returns true if t’ > t 
and interval-implies-always( < t’, < I) returns true if t’ > t. The other cases are 
similar. 
When Progress-goal( f", s.world, d, GT) is locally entailed by s’, this means that any 
sequence from s going through s’ that violates f” also violates s’.goal. As the pro- 
gression of s’.goal would lead to a state having the goal false whenever f” is vi- 
olated, we do not have to progress f’ C/a0 f” or f’(/>a f” from s.eventualities to 
s’.eventualities. Our notion of local entailment is clearly weaker than logical entailment: 
when Locally-entailed(f, s) returns true, this means that f is a logical consequence of 
s.goal, but the converse is not necessarily true. As will be proven later, this poses no 
problem with the completeness of our planner algorithm because progressed eventual- 
ities are derived from progressed goals and the goal progression process keeps intact 
subformulas that are relevant to the evaluation of local entailment. 
Example 7. Let us assume a state s with s.world = w, s.goal = Oaop, A 020~2 A 
p3 U~3p4, and szventualities = (j-1 (120 f2}, where ft = ups and f2 = 020~1 A 
020~2 A p3 U<g ~4. Let us assume further that p2 and p3 hold in w but not p4 (i.e., 
4~2, w) = ~(p3, w) = true, but ~(p4, w) = false). 
Given a successor w’ of w, with a transition duration of one time unit, the procedure 
Expand( s, succ, T) computes a successor s’ of s such that s’.world = w’, s’.goal = 
p1 A 030~2 A p3 U~p4, and s’.eventualities = {}. To obtain s’.eventualities, we first 
note that Progress-goaI( f2, s.world, 1, TT) yields f2' = pl A 020 p2 Ap3 U<4 ~4. Formula 
fi is locally entailed by s’ since pl is a conjunct of s’.goal, 020~2 is a conjunct of 
s’.goal, and p3 (/Q p4 is a conjunct of s’.goal which entails the local entailment of 
p3 UQ ~4. Hence, s’.eventualities must be s.eventualities minus {f, U>O f2}, that is, the 
empty set. 
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Locally-entailed( f, s) 
1. case f 
2. p (p a proposition): p = true or p is a conjunct of s.goal; 
3. 7fl: &ocally-enlailed( fl , s) ; 
4. f 1 A f2: Locally-entailed( f 1, s) A Locally-entailed( f2, s) ; 
5. fl V f2: Locally-entailed( f 1, s) V Locally-entailed( f2, s); 
6. O,, fl: O,,r fl is a conjunct of s.goal for some M t’ such that 
interval-implies-next-until( M t’, N t) returns true; 
7 q ,, fl: q ,,/ fl is a conjunct of s.goal for some z t’ such that 
interval-implies-always( z t’, N t) returns true; 
8. f 1 UNf f2: f 1 Umrt fz is a conjunct of s.goal for some zz t’ such that 
interval-implies-next-until( z t’, N t) returns true. 
Fig. 9. Local entailment algorithm. 
We must keep in mind that there are two parallel progression processes, one for 
goals and the other for eventualities appearing in goals. An eventuality ceases being 
progressed when it is locally entailed by the current goal being progressed. This does 
not necessarily mean that the eventuality is satisfied. For instance, in the previous 
example, removing f 1 U>O f2 from s.eventualities does not mean that fi is effectively 
satisfied by all sequences rooted from s’. Actually, we cannot be sure of that since when 
s’ is created during search, it is not expanded yet, that is, we do not know yet what the 
sequences from s’ are; thus we have no guarantee, for example, that all states after s’ 
satisfy p2 to conclude that 020 p2 holds. Rather, the locally entailment of f.$ by s’ means 
that since s’.goal implies fi, then if fi was violated by a sequence from s’, the goal 
progression process for s’.goal would eventually cause a state s” with s”.goal= false on 
that sequence. Thus, we can cease progressing locally entailed eventualities since their 
violation can be checked exclusively by detecting states having the goal false. As will 
be discussed in Section 7.3, this observation underlies an important property of state 
sequences produced by Expand: when a cycle contains an empty set of eventualities but 
no state with the goal false, then the infinite sequence obtained by unwinding a path 
terminated by the cycle satisfies the goal labeling the root of this path. 
Example 8. Fig. 10 shows a partial description of the graph produced by Expand, for 
the transition function succ represented by Fig. 1 and goal f. Again, we assume that all 
actions last one time unit and that the initial state has an empty set of propositions. As 
the main connective of fo is 020, there is only one disjunct, hence only one initial state. 
Moreover, for this particular example, the disjunctive normal form of any goal progressed 
thereafter is the goal itself, for any state. Hence, there is no goal decomposition. The 
difference between this example and the previous attempt in Fig. 5 is that the new graph 
is equipped with a mechanism for determining satisfactory cycles. 
Example 9. We previously explained the generation of the graph in Fig. 4 without 
taking into account eventualities and without decomposing goals. Actually, Expand 
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fn En Wli?( 5) 
reyuesfing(pl, I) 
reyuesting(p~, r) 
ollocate( s, r, p, ) 
fl 4~ 
using(/q 1 r) 
rrquusting(p2. r) 
dPallocatP(s, r, p, ) fi Ei 
rrqursting(p2, r) 
busy(s) 
drallocnte( s, i-, p, ) WNS) f2 E, 
reqwsting(pl, r) 
wquesting(p2, r) 
trllocate( s, r, p, ) 
fl EI fl EI 
using(pl, r) requesting(pj, r) 
requesting(p2, r) using(p2, r) 
dmllocat~( s, r, p2) f3 41 
< 
1’1 E(J 
allocaru( s, I, p2) 
requesting(pl, r) 
usiw(p2, r) 
f3 E2 deallocatr( s, r, p*) 
f:? E2 wait(s) deallocote( s. r, p2) 
using(pI. r) requesting(p~, r) 
rPqmtinR(p2, r) using(p2, r) 
f2 E,, druUocutr( s, i-, p, ) 
rrquustinh’(p,, r) 
busy(s) 
Goals: 
f=n>o(-(usk3m.r) Ausing(p2,r)) A 
(requesdng(p1, r) --+ O>O usiflg(pl, r)) A 
(requesting(p2.r) -+uusing(p2,r))) 
fil = disjunctive normal form of f 
fl = f0 A Oa(J using(P13 r) A O20 using(P2, r) 
f2 = fi) A 020 using(p2. r) 
.fj = .fo A 02,~ usingW, r) 
Eventuality sets: 
.% = 0 EI = 10~~ using(p2, r)) .52 = to20 using(m. r)) 
Fig. 10. An expansion of states with liveness goals. 
would generate the same graph because there is no goal decomposition for this example. 
However, the subformula in the scope of the always connective would be in negative 
normal form. In addition, each state would be labeled with an empty set of eventualities. 
Example 10. Fig. 11 shows an example with a goal formula causing nondeterministic 
decompositions, for an artificial domain. 
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Goals: 
Ji) =PI Li>o(O>oP2 A O>OP7) 
fl = O&,P2 A o>om 
fz = o>, P2 
.h = +I, P3 
Et, = 0 EI = {fo} 352 = (0~0~2) E3 = {O>op~) 
Fig. Il. A path of world states and a corresponding graph of extended states 
Nondeterministic goal decompositions occur only for formulas that convey nondeter- 
minism about the different strategies to satisfy them. This is the case with Example 10. 
Another more familiar example, is the goal of reaching a state satisfying p and then 
maintaining true thereafter. Such a goal is expressed by the formula O,eOaep. The 
progression of this formula through a state that does not satisfy p yields the same 
formula. But, in a state satisfying p, it yields q )op V 020 q >op. This would cause 
two different states: one labeled by q >ap, the other by 020 q aep. Intuitively, the 
disjunct 020~ accounts for the possibility that henceforth p cannot be falsified by 
the environment (therefore we must maintain p forever), while the other disjunct ac- 
counts for the possibility that p might be later falsified by the environment (hence, 
we must keep on progressing the eventuality to re-establish p after it has been falsi- 
fied). 
7.3. Properties of sequences generated by EXPAND 
For every sequence of extended states sost . . . produced by Expand, we have a cor- 
responding sequence of world states WOWI . . ., where wi = si.world, for i 3 0. We 
extend the interpretation of MTI_ formulas to sequences of extended states produced 
by Expand as follows: we say that a sequence of extended states sost . . . satisfies a 
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formula f (noted SO k f) if the corresponding sequence of world states wawt . 
satisfies f (i.e., wo /= f). We have the following theorem (a proof is given in Ap- 
pendix A.2). 
Theorem 11. For any path terminated by a cycle sosl . s,i . . . Sj and produced by 
Expand, iffor all i 3 0, si.goal # false, and there exists k > j such that sk.eventualities 
= 8, then for any state s, on the infinite sequence obtained from the path by unwinding 
the cycle, we have si b si.goal. 
The premises given by Theorem 11 are sufficient for satisfying the goal formula, 
but not necessary. For example, in Fig. 1 I, any infinite sequence starting from p1 
in the graph of extended states satisfies fo, but the paths drawn in dashed lines are 
terminated by cycles that do not contain a state with an empty set of eventualities. In 
other words, these paths satisfy the conclusion of Theorem 11, but not its premises. 
Nonetheless, as stated by the following theorem, the graph generated by Expand must 
contain at least one path satisfying both the conclusion and the premises of Theorem 11. 
In Fig. 11, this is the path drawn in solid lines. A proof of this theorem is given in 
Appendix A.3. 
Theorem 12. For any path terminated by a cycle WOWI . . wl . wj, and produced by 
succ, the injnite sequence obtained by unwinding the cycle satisfies an MTL formula 
f if and only if the graph produced by Expand contains a path terminated by a cycle 
SOS] . . . s,i . . s,i such that (a) for all i 3 0, si.goal # false; (b) there exists k > j such 
that sk.eventua1itie.s = 8; and (c) so.world = wg and, for any s,, and w;, if sif .world = Wi, 
then sil+l .world = wi+l . 
7.4. Extracting a reactive plan 
Formalizing a process for extracting a reactive plan from such paths requires some 
definitions. 
Definition 13 (Splits and links). A split for a given action and world state is the set 
of transitions from an extended state, corresponding to the same action and leading to 
extended states composed of this world state but with different goals. A link is the set 
of all splits for a given action. 
Definition 14 (Bad state, safe action). An extended state is bad if it is labeled false or 
has no enabled action that is safe. An action is safe in a given state if its corresponding 
link has at least one good (non-bad) state for each split. 
Definition 15 (Realization). A realization is a finite subgraph of the graph generated 
by Expand that satisfies the following conditions: (1) no state is bad, (2) each simple 
cycle (i.e., a cycle not containing any two equal states) contains at least one state 
labeled with an empty set of eventualities, (3) each state is left by only one link, and 
(4) each split in the link contains a state with a successor in the subgraph. 
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A split represents or nondeterminism related to the satisfaction of goals, while a link 
represents and nondeterminism related to the uncontrollability of environment choices 
(see Fig. 7). The notion of bad state captures safety and controllability: a state is bud 
if it is labeled false (i.e., a safety constraint is violated) or for each action enabled 
from this state, there is a nondeterministic path leading to a state labeled false (i.e., it is 
impossible to avoid reaching a bad state). The notion of realization takes into account 
safety (Condition l), liveness (Condition 2), and controllability (Conditions 3 and 4). 
A completely satisfactory reactive plan is obtained from a realization by simply 
replacing extended states with integers that denote plan states. Specifically, an integer is 
associated with each extended state; this integer represents the plan state corresponding 
to the extended state. The world state labeling the plan state is that of the extended state. 
Then, an SCR is constructed to map each plan state to the action labeling the link leaving 
the corresponding extended state in the realization. The successors are those of the link 
in the realization. We have the following theorem (a proof is given in Appendix A.4). 
Theorem 16. Given an initial world state wo, a transition function succ for world 
states, a function T that evaluates propositions, and a formula f, there exists a reactive 
plan satisfying f if and only if the graph generated by Expand contains a realization. 
Example 17. The plan in Fig. 2 is derived from a realization partially represented by 
Fig. 10 after some trivia1 simplifications automatically made by the planner to reduce 
the size of SCRs. The plan before simplification contains 28 states. 
7.5. Detailed planner algorithm 
A reactive plan is computed by searching for a realization in the graph generated 
by Expand. The input of the planner algorithm is an initial world state WO, a transition 
function succ for world states, a goal formula f, and a function 7-r that evaluates 
propositions in world states (see Fig. 12). The operations of the planner are first to put 
the goal formula into negative normal form. Then, the obtained formula is decomposed 
into disjunctive normal form. Finally, the search process is called for each initial state 
SO created by considering a disjunct. The planner stops once a reactive plan is found 
without examining the graphs starting from the remaining initial states. The search 
process computes a reactive plan by putting its SCRS into some global variable that is 
not explicitly shown in algorithms, so that Step 8 of the planner algorithm can check that 
a completely satisfactory reactive plan has been completed in order to stop searching. 
A naive approach for defining a search algorithm is to generate a graph representing 
the entire space of extended states by applying the function Expand, and then to search 
for a realization in the obtained graph. 
We describe a more efficient approach that computes a reactive plan on the fly, without 
exploring the entire state space. This reduces the size of the examined state space on 
average, while allowing computation of finite reactive plans from infinite graphs. The 
main idea is to detect satisfactory cycles on the fly while generating SCRs incrementally. 
Roughly, for each current state w, the search process guesses at a tuple (a, d, W) of 
succ( w) that must be used as SCR for w. Then, it expands states of W to check that they 
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Planner( WO, succ, f, 7r) { 
1. let f’ the negative normal form of f; 
2. let f” the disjunctive normal form of f’; 
3. let Goals the list formed of disjuncts of f”; 
4. for each formula g in Goals { 
5. create an initial extended state SO; 
6. so.world := WO; so.goal := g; so.eventualities := 0; 
7. Sear&( so, succ, 71); 
8. if a reactive plan is found, then exit}} 
Fig. 12. Planner algorithm. 
are on satisfactory sequences. Should this prove not to be the case, the search process 
backtracks to examine alternative tuples of succ( w), that is, alternative SCRS for w. 
Again, a look at Fig. 7 would be helpful in understanding how the search process 
proceeds. It should be seen as performing an and-or depth-first exploration of the state 
space generated by Expand, trying to find a realization. For each state, the search process 
tries to find a link such that, for every split in the link, there is a path terminated by a 
satisfactory cycle. A link represents an and-branch in the sense that all its splits must be 
successful. In contrast, a split represents an or-branch in the sense that only one of its 
states must be successful. A choice between different links from a state also represents 
an or-branch, since only one link must be found for a given state. 
When a state contains many different satisfactory SCRS, only one of them needs be 
produced. Ideally, it should be the optimal one, but our search process presently selects 
any of them. For instance, in Fig. 7(b), if an SCR specifies that the agent must execute 
action ai in w ( 1 < i < m), then there must exist an SCR for each nondeterministic 
successor of ai. No SCR is required for successors of actions other than ai that are 
possible in the current state. All nondeterministic successors of ai must be covered 
because the environment decides which of them occurs as a result of the action. The 
agent has no control over this choice, but it can sense to observe which of them occurs. 
In return, whatever state w;j (1 < j < n,) results in the execution of ai, the agent has 
the freedom to select the goal to satisfy among the fik ( 1 < k < li). 
The search algorithm is described in Fig. 13. Its input consists of an initial state, a 
successor function succ, and an evaluation function r. A stack is used to record the path 
currently being examined. Each state s on the stack is associated with three pointers: a 
pointer to the current link and corresponding to the SCR for s, a pointer to the current 
split in this link, and a pointer to the current successor s’ of s in this split. 
A cycle is completed when the state on the top of the stack is equal to another in 
the rest of the stack (line 3). If the cycle contains a state labeled with an empty set 
of eventualities, this means that it is satisfactory (tested by the function satisfactory, 
line 4). Whenever a satisfactory cycle is completed, the planner backtracks to pop the 
stack; the current split is not considered further. If the completed cycle is unsatisfactory 
(line 5) or if a bad state is encountered (line 6)) the planner backtracks and considers 
the next state in the current split. If all the states of the current split have been exhausted, 
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Search( s, succ, a) { 
1. initialize a stack containing s; 
2. while not( empty (stuck) ) do 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
if member( top( stack) ,rest( stack) ) then 
if satisfactory (stuck) then Back&a&( FALSE) ; 
else Back&a&( TRUE) ; 
else if top( stuck) .goal=false then Backtrack( TRUE) 
else { Expand( top (stuck) ,succ,a) ; 
move the current link pointer of top(stack) to 
the first link of top(stuck); 
move the current split pointer of top(stuck) to 
the first split in the current link of top(stack); 
move the current successor pointer of top(stuck) to 
the first state of the current split of top(stuck); 
generate an SCR for the current link of top(stuck) ; 
push the current successor of top(stuck) on the stuck;}} 
Fig. 13. An incremental search algorithm. 
the planner considers the first split in the next link. Finally, if the state on the top of 
the stack neither completes a cycle nor is bad, it is then expanded (lines 7-12); that is, 
outgoing links and splits are calculated and considered. 
The function Backtrack is described in Fig. 14. Its argument is a flag (BAD) indicating 
whether backtracking is due to a bud state (TRUE), a nonsatisfactory cycle (TRUE), 
or a satisfactory cycle (FALSE). The variable stuck initialized in the function Search 
is global to Backtrack. The function Backtrack removes states from the stack (by the 
while loop) until reaching a state with splits or links to inspect. If no such state is 
found, the while loop terminates with an empty stack. 
More specifically, the stack is poped (line 2) and then the flag BAD is tested (line 3). 
If BAD is TRUE, then backtracking was invoked because the state just removed from 
the stack either completes an unsatisfactory cycle or is labeled false. If the current split 
is not exhausted, its next state is pushed onto the stack (lines 5-6). If the states in 
the current split are exhausted, the current link becomes unsafe because it contains a 
split for which no state is on a satisfactory path; thus, this link must not be considered 
further. As a consequence, the control rule that was previously generated for the state 
on the top of the stack is removed in order to avoid accessibility to the Iink (line 8). If 
the links outgoing from the state on the top of the stack are not exhausted, the next one 
is examined by changing the pointers appropriately, putting the first state in its first split 
on the stack, and generating an SCR for the new link (lines 10-14). If all links have 
been considered, the state becomes bud: in the algorithm Backtrack, this means that we 
do nothing (i.e., there is no else part for the if in line 9), so that current state will be 
poped at the next iteration of the while loop. 
On the other hand, if the flag is not BAD (line 15), backtracking was invoked because 
the state just removed from the stack completes a satisfactory cycle. If the splits in the 
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&?cktracking( BAD) 
I. while not (empty (sruck) ) do 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
pop the stack; 
if BAD then 
if the current split for top(stuck) is not exhausted 
then { move the current successor pointer of top(stuck) to 
the next state in the current split of top(stuck); 
push the current successor of top(stuck) on the stuck; exit;} 
else { /* the current link is unsafe */ 
remove an SCR matching top( stuck) ; 
if the links outgoing from top(stuck) are not exhausted 
then { move the current link pointer of top(stack) to 
the next link of top(s&ck); 
move the current split pointer of top(stuck) to 
the first split in the current link of top(stuck); 
move the current successor pointer of top(stuck) to 
the first state in the current split of top(stuck) ; 
generate an SCR for the current link of top(stack) ; 
push the current successor of top(stuck) on the stuck; 
exit;} 
else if the current splits are not exhausted 
then move the current split pointer of top(stuck) to 
the next split in the current link of top(stuck); 
move the current successor pointer of top(stuck) to 
the first state in the current split of top(stuck); 
push the current successor of top(stuck) on the stuck; exit;}} 
Fig. 14. Backtracking algorithm 
current link are not exhausted, the current split pointer is updated to point to the next 
split, and the first state in the new current split is pushed onto the stack (lines 16- 
18). Otherwise, if all the splits have been inspected, the current link is satisfactory and 
does not need further consideration: in the algorithm Backtrack, this means that we do 
nothing (i.e., there is no else part for the if in line IS), so that the current state will be 
poped at the next iteration of the while loop. 
The planner succeeds whenever the stack becomes empty following a backtracking 
phase during which the flag BAD was false. In this case, the set of SCRs is not empty 
and one is applicable to the initial state. The planner fails whenever the stack becomes 
empty following a backtracking phase during which the flag BAD was true. In this 
case, no SCR is applicable to the initial state. However, the set of SCRs might not be 
empty; it might contain satisfactory SCRs matching states that are accessible from the 
initial state but only along paths with nondeterministic transitions to bad states. In other 
words, the SCRS correspond to a realization that is not safely reachable from the initial 
state. 
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In fact, the search process above is an enumeration of possible finite reactive plans. 
Thus, if the state space is finite and a finite reactive plan exists, it would be found 
sooner or later. If the state space is infinite, but contains a finite reactive plan, then 
such a plan can still be found by using an iterative deepening strategy [23], which 
consists in applying the search algorithm several times, by fixing the depth at each step 
and increasing it at the subsequent steps until a solution is found. It can be proved 
that the sequence of partially satisfactory plans computed by the search process con- 
verges to a completely satisfactory one, whenever one exists. Of course, the convergence 
is not monotonic since SCRS can be removed and added until a solution is obtained. 
While theoretically true, in practice, the search process may be limited by the available 
CPU and memory resources in problems with large state spaces. This follows from 
Theorem 16 and the observation that the above search algorithm is simply a depth- 
first search for a realization in the state space generated by Expand, combined with 
an extraction of SCRs on the fly. However, the proof is omitted due to space limita- 
tions. 
7.6. Complexity 
An extended state consists of a world state, a goal, and a set of eventualities. Hence, 
the size for extended state space is (WI x IF/ x [El, where /WI is the number of possible 
world states, IFI is the number of different possible subgoals, and [El is the number 
of different unbounded-time eventualities. By abstracting over the action durations, the 
number of different subgoals that can be produced for a goal f using goal progression 
is 21C~fJSL’r’(f)l, where closure(f) is the set of subformulas off. It can be easily checked 
that jclosure( f) I < 2 x N (with N the number of Boolean and temporal connectives). 
In order to take action durations into account, let T be the maximum of the different 
constants that occur in a time constraint associated with a temporal connective, d the 
minimum of the different action durations, and C the maximum of 1 and T/d. It can be 
shown that there can be at most C different time arguments for the formula progression 
algorithm. Hence, IcZosure( f > 1 < 2 x N x C. The number of different conjuncts that can 
be formed is 0(2NxC mce lE/ < IF’/, we have that the worst-case space complexity 
for the planner is O(:. ” NxC) for a fixed number of world states. The worst-case time 
complexity is double exponential since the planner searches for cycles in an exponential 
state space. 
This complexity analysis concerns, however, the worst case. In fact, it has been 
proven that the time complexity for verifying many interesting temporal formulas over 
concurrent systems is polynomial and sometimes linear [ 131. This suggests that the 
average complexity of our planner algorithm is much better than the worst case, as 
confirmed by the experiments discussed in the next section, This can also be justified by a 
number of observations about the planner algorithm. In fact, many goal combinations are 
mutually inconsistent, so that they are never generated by the planner, or are inconsistent 
with some world states, so that their progressions yield false, which causes a pruning 
of the state space. This is illustrated by the states labeled false in Fig. 4. Also, many 
goal types never cause the goal combinatorial explosion assumed by the worst case 
analysis. This is the case, for example, with the goals in Figs. 4 and 10: each goal 
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Fig. 15. A simulated factory delivery domain 
decomposition yields only one disjunct. Another explanation for the search efficiency in 
practice is that the planner explores an and-or state space. Thus, it can find a solution 
plan without exploring many of the or-branches, which can be anticipated if the planner 
is properly guided by heuristics or search control strategies. Furthermore, the planner is 
incremental, so that it can be stopped with an approximate plan obtained from a small 
part of the state space. 
8. Evaluation 
We implemented the incremental planner algorithm in Common Lisp, which was used 
to validate the previous examples. For instance, the plan of Fig. 2 was obtained after 
0.21 seconds and an expansion of 34 states. More complex problems were experimented 
in the traditional robot domain. All the experiments reported on in this paper were run 
on a SUN SPARCstation LX in a Lucid Common Lisp environment. 
8.1. Robot domain 
The robot domain consists of connected rooms, objects in the rooms, and a robot that 
moves objects to indicated rooms (see Fig. 15). The objects are labeled from a to e; 
the robot is labeled r. In the figure, the robot is holding object a. Rooms are indicated 
by the letter r followed by a number. There is also a corridor; doors between rooms are 
indicated by shaded regions. 
The primitive actions for the robot are to grasp an object in the same room, release an 
object being grasped, open a door, close a door, and move from a room to an adjacent 
one when the connecting door is opened. There are also exogenous actions performed 
by three processes that are not explicitly shown in the figure. 
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The first process represents a kid that moves between rooms to close doors randomly. 
Only doors specified as kid-doors are affected by this process. The second process 
is a producer that generates objects in given rooms at any time. Objects that can be 
generated by the producer are specified as producer objects; the rooms in which they are 
produced are specified as producer rooms. The number of different producible objects 
is finite. An object cannot be produced when there is already an object with the same 
label in the domain. The last process is a consumer that removes every object released 
in a consumer room. An object removed by the consumer can later be regenerated by 
the producer. This causes infinite behaviors that are represented by cycles in the state 
transition system. 
In each current situation, any process can either wait or perform an action that 
is possible, which causes nondeterminism in the state transition system. The robot’s 
primitive actions and the process exogenous actions are specified by ADL opera- 
tors using an action package borrowed from the TLPLAN system [ 51. As mentioned 
in Section 4, parallel composition is used to compute the state transitions 011 the 
fiY 
8.2. Search control strategies 
The state explosion is controlled by using search control formulas, which are temporal 
logic formulas that do not express legal behaviors per se. Rather, they express properties 
satisfied by sequences that involve relevant actions and that are efficient. The planner 
progresses them as if they were safety formulas to prune sequences that violate them. 
However, they are not involved in the state equality test: the planner progresses them 
separately. In fact, we use the TLPLAN formula progressor developed by Bacchus and 
Kabanza to handle quantified search control formulas [ 51. This requires a slight adap- 
tation of the first-order temporal formulas progressor to express relevance of sequences 
with respect to MTL goals. 
The following search control formulas are used in the experiments reported herein: 
l Formula I states that the planner must only expand actions that make the robot grasp 
relevant objects, keep the object being held by the robot until it is in the required 
room, keep doors opened whenever possible, and open doors only if relevant. 
l Formula 2 is Formula 1 conjoined with a subformula stating that the planner 
must avoid expanding move actions leading to a previously occupied room without 
having grasped or released an object. 
l Formula 3 is Formula 2 conjoined with a subformula stating that the planner must 
expand an action of moving into a room each time it has just expanded an action 
of opening a door connected to the room. 
A detailed specification of these formulas is given in Appendix B. 
Formula 1 prunes state sequences that are irrelevant to the goal, such as when the robot 
tries to move an object not involved in the goal. Formula 2 also prunes move actions 
that are relevant to the goal but executed at a bad time. Specifically, these are actions 
that move the robot from a room to one it has occupied previously, without having 
accomplished any other action than moving. This produces a more efficient plan than 
Formula 1. In addition, Formula 3 prunes actions that open a door without immediately 
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(STATE 0 WORLD ((in a rl) (in b rl) (in c rl) (in d r4) (in e r4) (in robot co)) 
ACTION ( (open robot d6c)) succs( 1)) 
(STATE 1 WORLD ((opened d6c) (in a rl) (in b rl) (in c rl) (in d r4) (in e r4) 
(in robot co) ) 
ACTION ( (move robot co r6) ) succs (2 6) ) 
(STATE 2 WORLD ((in a rl) (in b rl) (in c rl) (in d r4) (in e r4) (in robot r6)) 
ACTION ( (open robot d67) ) succs( 3) ) 
(STATE 3 WORLD ((opened d67) (in a rl) (in b rl) (in c rl) (in d r4) (in e r4) 
(in robot r6) ) 
ACTION ( (move robot r6 r7) ) SUCCS( 4) ) 
. . . 
(STATE 12 WORLD ((opened d67) (opened d6c) (in a rl) (in b rl) (in c rl) 
(in d r4) (in e r4) (in robot r7) ) 
ACTION ((wait robot)) succs(9 10)) 
Fig. 16. A reactive plan for reaching room 7. 
moving the robot into the corresponding room. This produces reactive plans that are 
more efficient than those obtained with Formula 2. 
Fig. 16 shows a partial description of a reactive plan computed by our planner by 
using Formula 3 for the goal of reaching room 7. The corridor is denoted by COT and the 
robot by robot. Objects and rooms are identified with the same symbols as in Fig. 15. 
The door between room ri and the corridor is denoted by die, while the door between 
room ri and room rj is denoted by dij. The kid-process randomly closes door d6c 
whenever it is open. This plan was computed in 3.49 seconds. In fact, a more efficient 
plan can be obtained by further constraining Formula 3 to prevent the wait actions in 
states 3 and 4. 
8.3. Experiment 1 
This experiment consists in moving objects into given rooms. The goal is of the 
form 
020020(in(obj,,roomt) A...Ain(obj,,,room,)) 
This is a goal of reaching a state satisfying a given condition and then maintain true 
thereafter, like in classical planners. However, contrarily to classical planners, here 
we have exogenous actions performed by the kid who closes doors. Thus, a reactive 
plan must not only ensure that a goal state can be reached, but also that it can be 
maintained. 
The size of a problem is defined as follows. For a size II < 10, n objects are moved; 
in this case, we have no kid-door. For a size II > 10, there are 10 objects to move and 
(n - 10) kid-doors; that is, the kid can close up to (12 - 10) doors at any time. 
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Fig. 17. Performances for move-objects goals. 
size 
For a fixed size, the time taken by the planner depends on the initial rooms for objects, 
the distance to the rooms the objects must be moved to, and the room connections. To 
obtain representative experiments for each size, we performed 10 iterations by randomly 
choosing the initial rooms, goal rooms for objects, and kid-doors. The performance 
recorded for each size is then the average of the 10 iterations. Fig. 17 shows the 
performances with respect to the CPU time in seconds (a) and the number of expanded 
stat& (b) . 
The time and space performances do not depend significantly on the number of objects 
in the domain per se because the control formulas prune irrelevant sequences. Rather, 
they depend on the number of objects that are being moved and the number of doors 
that can be opened by the kid. The performance curves increase drastically from size 
10 since doors can be nondeterministically closed by the kid, causing an exponential 
explosion in the state space. 
Since Formula 3 may prune sequences that are satisfactory but not efficient, it might 
converge to a plan solution slower than Formula 2 or Formula 1. The same holds true 
for Formula 2 with respect to Formula 1. In other words, there is a price to pay for 
efficiency. We have tested similar goals with bounded-time constraints, yielding similar 
observed performances. Trial and error is involved in finding the correct time bound 
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Fig. 18. Performances for reactive produce-consume goals. 
specification for which the goal is achievable. Otherwise, planning fails due to time 
constraint violation. 
8.4. Experiment 2 
The second experiment consists in reactively delivering produced objects to the con- 
sumer. The goal is a conjunction of formulas of the form 
in( obj,proom) --+ Oao( in( obj, croom) A lholding( robot, obj) ) 
where obj is a producer object, proom is a producer room, and croom is a consumer 
room. 
The size of a problem is the sum of different rooms involved in the goal and the 
number of kid-doors. Again, the result for each fixed size is an average over ten random 
iterations. Objects, rooms, and kid-doors are selected randomly for each iteration; kid- 
doors start being involved from size 4. The observed performances are shown in Fig. 18. 
Formula 3 is much more efficient than the two other formulas because the state explosion 
starts earlier from size 4 when kid-doors are introduced. Since Formula 3 prunes more 
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states than the two other formulas, it can explore larger search spaces, even though it 
sometimes prunes sequences that are satisfactory but not efficient. 
8.5. Simulation 
The quality of produced plans was evaluated by carrying out simulations with a robot 
simulator that graphically shows the effects of actions performed by the robot, kid, 
producer, and consumer. For instance, one can see on the screen the robot grasping 
an object or moving. One can also see a flashing object that is newly generated by 
the producer. The simulator screen looks similar to Fig. 15. The simulator is also 
implemented in Common Lisp, using the Lucid Common Lisp packages for processes 
and graphics. 
To measure the benefit of planning, we first tried an experiment in which the robot 
was controlled by using simply a hill-climbing heuristic but without a plan. For each 
situation, the heuristic selects the action that looks most promising with respect to the 
goal. For example, the doors to be opened and the room to move to are chosen depending 
on their Euclidean distance to the goal room. Only 5% of the goals given to the robot 
were achieved by using this heuristic without the planner. These goals are quite simple 
(at most, a size of 3) and are achieved only after many tries. 
Then, the planner was run online while the robot is executing. The speed at which the 
robot executes actions is controlled by introducing some sleep instructions, to ensure that 
the planner processes at a higher speed. This is to prevent the planner from frequently 
producing obsolete SCRs. This time, the robot invokes the heuristic rule only when it is 
in a situation without a planned SCR. The robot was able to achieve 80% of the goals 
presented to it, with a size ranging from 1 to 14. However, before the planner converges 
to a completely satisfactory plan, the robot might backtrack in some situations because 
the intermediate plans that are generated by the planner are not completely satisfactory. 
9. Further notes on related work 
The idea of progressing temporal formulas through a sequence of states was origi- 
nally introduced by Bacchus and Kabanza [ 51. Bacchus and Kabanza originally applied 
this idea to progress search control formulas. Recently, they extended their approach to 
handle MTL goals for classical plans that are sequences of actions 161. The problem 
of synthesizing classical plans is actually a special case of the problem of generat- 
ing reactive plans. The problem is simpler and more efficient for three reasons. First, 
only finite state sequences are involved. Hence, the eventuality progression process 
is irrelevant because no liveness goals are involved. Second, the state space solely 
consists of world states; that is, the goal and eventuality labels are not involved in 
the test for equality between two states. Finally, there are no nondetetministic transi- 
tions. 
The concept of goal progression is reminiscent of the decision procedure for linear 
temporal logic using the tableau method [26]. This decision procedure proceeds by 
constructing a B&hi automaton accepting sequences of states satisfying a temporal 
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formula. AS defined in [25], a Btichi automaton is a generalization of a finite state 
automaton to accept infinite words. The method for constructing a Buchi automaton that 
accepts sequences satisfying a formula involves three phases: 
( 1) construction of a local automaton accepting sequences that satisfy safety prop- 
erties; 
(2) construction of an eventuality automaton accepting sequences satisfying liveness 
properties; 
(3) combination of the two automata. 
Originally developed solely for formulas without time constraints, the technique was 
later generalized to formulas with time constraints [2]. 
Actually, a state labeled with an empty set of eventualities represents an accepting state 
in the sense of Biichi automata. Like the algorithm for constructing a local automaton, 
the goal progression algorithm is based on the property that a temporal formula is 
decomposable into a present and a future part. The difference is that goal progression 
not only constructs transitions that relate to present and future parts, but also compares 
these parts to the transitions of a reactive agent. Intuitively, this amounts to a composition 
on thejy of the local automaton and the state transition system for a reactive agent. On 
the other hand, our eventuality progression algorithm is reminiscent of the procedure for 
constructing an eventuality automaton, which also basically keeps track of unbounded 
time eventualities that must be satisfied. However, our progression of eventualities is 
done with respect to the goal progressions and to the transitions that are possible for 
a reactive agent. Again, this intuitively amounts to a composition on the Jly of the 
local automaton, the eventuality automaton, and the transition system for the reactive 
agent. 
Another major difference between our approach and the construction of Btichi au- 
tomata from temporal logic specifications is that nondeterminism in such automata means 
or-branches, while nondeterminism in a graph generated by our function Expand means 
and-branches. Thus, our notion of nondeterminism is much more like in stochastic au- 
tomata, except that we do not have transition probabilities. As such, a graph generated 
by Expand is closer to a Btichi tree automaton that accepts infinite trees of states, as 
defined in [ 251. In fact, a realization is essentially a representation of many infinite 
trees that would be accepted by a tree automaton: each tree is obtained by unwinding 
cycles in the realization. Even when the graph generated by Expand is finite, it may 
include infinitely many realizations because one can repeat cycles one or many times. 
But our planner algorithm only searches for one realization that represents a group of 
paths terminated with simple cycles satisfying the conditions of Definition 15. 
From a tree automaton point of view, our planning approach is related to approaches 
in [ 1,201 for synthesizing a reactive module that satisfies a given temporal property. A 
reactive module is essentially the same as a reactive plan. However, in these approaches, 
it is computed by constructively proving that there exists a tree automaton satisfying the 
desired temporal property. Although a graph generated by Expand could be understood 
as an acceptor of trees unwound from realizations, our approach rather trees such a graph 
as a generator of realizations. Hence, we search for a realization rather than trying to 
obtain it from a trace of a proof of the validity of the specification. The advantage is 
that we can more easily control the state explosion by adapting familiar techniques. 
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10. Conclusion 
Robustness and reliability of reactive agents depend, in part, on their ability to reason 
about their environments to predict their executions and plan. In this paper, we presented 
a planning method for reactive agents that handles complex safety and liveness goals 
with time constraints. A plan generated by our planner is, by construction, proven to 
satisfy the goal whatever action the environment takes among those specified. Otherwise, 
goal satisfaction is not guaranteed, but things cannot be as bad as if the agent had no 
plan whatsoever. 
Our planner can be adapted to other linear modal temporal logics used in the veri- 
fication of real-time systems [ 21. As with MTL, the semantics of these logics can be 
formulated in terms of evaluating the truth values of a present and future constraint. 
Hence, it is possible to define a corresponding goal progression procedure to apply them 
in our planning framework. 
The representation of discrete-event systems by state sequences is limited by the state 
explosion problem. As explained above, one approach for controlling the state explosion 
problem is to use search control formulas, although the number of expanded states may 
become huge as the problem size increases. A possible future direction for coping with 
this problem is to enumerate the state space by using abstractions to group together 
many states that have common properties. 
We have seen that search control formulas are useful not only for pruning irrelevant 
sequences from the search space, but also for pruning inefficient sequences. This strategy 
is applicable for inefficient behaviors that are easily identifiable. For example, the fact 
that opening and closing a door is not an efficient behavior can easily be captured by 
a search control formula. This strategy does not allow us, however, to generate plans 
that are constructively proven optimal. The user must make sure that he has specified 
sufficient formulas to prune nonoptimal sequences. There exist different possibilities for 
investigating mechanisms allowing computation of plans that are constructively proven 
optimal. 
One possibility is to apply traditional artificial intelligence search methods, such as 
A* search [ 231. Under certain conditions of admissibility, A* generates plans that are 
constructively proven optimal with respect to costs associated with actions. The main 
idea is to use a heuristic function, assigning a cost to each transition in the search graph 
depending on how it looks close to a given goal state. Then, the planner selects the 
states to expand during the search in the order of their promise. The questions that must 
be addressed to apply these ideas to our approach are how to handle nondeterministic 
transitions and how to deal with cycles. In particular, A* search is based on a notion 
of a final goal state, while our planner relies on final satisfactory cycles. In the same 
line of search strategy, a hill-climbing heuristic is already supported by our current 
implementation, although it was not involved in the tests we have given. In these tests, 
only the robot uses the hill-climbing to react heuristically. 
Another possible extension is to apply decision-theoretic techniques. Dean et al. 
developed a planner that takes as input a state transition system, transition probabilities, 
and a reward function that assigns reward values to states [ 91. They apply dynamic 
programming techniques to generate a plan that maximizes the expected future rewards 
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in each state. Given transition probabilities and reward functions, the extended transition 
system computed by our planner could be used as input to this decision-theoretic planner. 
The benefit is that our extended transition system is constructively proven to satisfy 
complex temporal goals that could not otherwise be expressed as reward functions. An 
interesting problem would be to examine the overheads introduced by the progression 
of goals and the progression of eventualities. 
Bacchus and Kabanza initiated a research program in this direction by defining a 
modal temporal logic that can express a notion of &lit): for a sequence of states [4]. 
The idea is that, instead of having a binary measure of satisfaction for MTL formulas 
(true or false), there is a utility value that expresses how close the degree of satisfaction 
is with respect to a given optimal value. 
Appendix A. Proofs 
A.1. Theorem 4 
Let WOWI . . . denote any infinite sequence of world states, di the duration of the transi- 
tion from w; to Wi+l , and r a,function that evaluates propositions in states. Then, for any 
state Wi and MTL formula f, wi /= f if and only if wi+l /= Progress-goaf( f, Wi, di, 7~). 
Proof. For any state Wi, if Wi b f, then Wi+l /= Progress-goal( f, wi, di, r) . 
The proof for this direction is by induction on the structure of f. 8 The basic case is 
when f is a proposition. Then, according to the semantic definition of MTL, rr( f, wi) 
returns true. But then, Progress-goal( f, wit di, r) would return the formula &rue. Since 
any sequence satisfies true, we have Wi+l k Progress-goal( f, wi, di, r) . 
The inductive case is when f is a combination of any other formulas with classical 
or temporal connectives, as indicated by MTL syntax. ’ We detail only the cases O,, g, 
for any ordering relation N, q <, g, and g lJ<r h. The other cases are similar. 
If f = O,, g, for any ordering relation N, and wi k O,,g, then, according to the 
semantic definition of MTL, d, - t and Wi+l /= g. But, according to the definition of 
Progress-goal, Progress-goal ( f, wi , di , r) = g. Thus, Wi+ 1 k Progress-goal( f, wi ( di 7 T) . 
If f = 0~ g, we have two possibilities: either di < t or di > t. We only show the proof 
for the case d, < t. If di < t and wi k q G, g, then, according to the semantic definition 
of MTL, wi k g and Wi+l /= q <(,_d,) g. By inductive hypothesis, if Wi b g, then Wi+l b 
Progress-goal(g, Wi, di, r). Thus, W;+I /= Progress-goal(g, wi, di, r) A q <(,-d,) g. But, 
since di < t, according to the definition of Progress-goal, Progress-goal( f, Wi, di, r) = 
Progress-goal(g, wi, di, r) A q 6(,-d,) g. Hence, wi+ 1 k Progress-goaJ( f, Wi, di 1 T) . 
x We could also make a proof based on a double induction on the length of a sequence and the structure 
of a formula. Instead, we consider an arbitrary sequence and an arbitrary state on it, and then show that the 
conditions of the theorem hold for any formula. This approach is also used for other theorems discussed in 
this paper. 
y The inductive hypothesis is: for any state w;, if Wi /= 8, then Wi+l k Progress-goal(g, IV,, d;, a), similarly 
for h. Given this hypothesis, we must prove that for any other formula .f constructed from g and h and for 
any state Wi, if wi k f, then “,+I b Progress-goal( J; w,, ri;. P). 
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If f = g Us* h, we have two possibilities: either di < t or di > t. We only show 
the proof for the case di 6 t. If di < t and W, k gU<t h, then, according to the 
semantic definition of MTL, Wi /= h or (wi k g and Wi+) k g U<(1-d,) h). By in- 
ductive hypothesis, if wi k g, then w;+) k Progress-goal(g, Wi, dt, 7r) and if Wi k h, 
then wi+) k Progress-goal( h, Wi, di, r). Thus, Wi+) k Progress-goal(h, Wi, di, n) or 
(w;+) /= Progress-goal(g, Wi, d,, 7~) and Wi+l k g U<(t-d,) h). Clearly, this is equivalent 
to LVi+) i= Progress-goal( h, Wi,di,r) V (Progress-goal(g, Wi, di, m) A gU<(t_d,) h). 
From the definition of Progress-goal, since di ,< t, we have 
Progress-goal(g U<! h, w[, di, V) 
= Progress-goal( h , W, , di , T ) V 
(Progress-goal(g,w,,di,n-) AgU<(t-d,) h). 
Hence, wi+) + Progress-goal(gUG, h,Wi,d;,r). 
For any state wi, if Wi+ 1 /= Progress-goal( f, wi, di, r) , then wi b f. 
The proof for this direction is quite similar to the reverse direction, but deductions 
are made in the opposite way. Again, we use induction on the structure off. The basic 
case is when f is a proposition. Then, there are two possibilities: rr( f, Wi) returns true 
or G-( f, w,) returns false. Only the first case is possible because if z-( f, wi) returned 
false, then, from the definition of Progress-goal, Progress-goal( f, Wi, dt, z-) would return 
false, that is, a contradiction with the hypothesis Wi+) /= Progress-goal( f, wi, dt, r). 
Hence, 7~( f, wi) must return true. By the semantic definition of MTL, this means that 
wi I= f. 
The inductive case is when f is a combination of other formulas. We only show the 
proof for the case gU<, h. We have two possibilities: either dt < t or di > t. We show 
the proof for the case di < t. By hypothesis, Wi+) k Progress-goal(gUs, h, Wi,di,r). 
By definition, 
Progress-goal(g U<r h, Wi, di, r) 
= Progress-goal( h , Wi ) d; , T) V 
(Progress-goal(g, wi, 4, rr> A g U<(t-d,) h). 
Thus, we have w;+i k Progress-goal( h, wi, di, 7r) or ( Wi+l k Progress-goal(g, wi, di, rr) 
and w,+i b gUG(,._d,) h). By inductive hypothesis, if Wi+l k Progress-goal(g, Wi, 
di, z-), then wi /= g and if wi+) k Progress-goal( h, Wi, di, r), then Wi b h. Hence, 
wi + h or (Wi b g and Wi+l b gU<(,_d,) h). By the semantic definition of MTL, this 
means that wi k gUct h. 0 
A.2. Theorem 11 
For any path terminated by a cycle sost . . . Sj . . . Sj and produced by Expand, if for 
all i > 0, si.god # false, and there exists k 3 j such that sk.eventualities = 8, then for 
any state si on the injinite sequence obtained from the path by unwinding the cycle, we 
have si + s;.goal. 
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We provide a proof of the theorem that only considers time constraints of the form 
“< t” and “2 t”. The extension to constraints of the form “< t” and ‘3 t” is trivial. 
For any infinite sequence of states sost . . ., let us define the following properties. 
Property A.1. For all i 3 0, s;.goal # false. 
Property A.2. For all i 3 0, there exists j 3 i such that s,j.eventualities = 0. 
For any state s;, we note s;.goal = ff A . . . A fAt, and d, the duration of the transition 
from Si t0 Si+]. The proof of Theorem 11 is based on the following five lemmas. 
Lemma A.3. I’ sisi+l . . . satisfies Properties A. 1 and A.2, and fi = O,, g ( 1 6 p < 
m;) , then (a) d; - t and (b) S;+t .goal has a conjunct that is a disjunct of the disjunctive 
normal form of g. 
Proof. By definition, Progress-goal(o,,g, s;.world,d;, QT) yields false or g. But, by 
Property A. 1, s;+t .goal # false. Thus, d; N t. As O,,g is a conjunct of s;.goal and 
since, from the definition of Expand, S;+l .goal is a disjunct of Progress-goal( s;.goal, 
s;.world, d;, z-) and the only possible result for Progress-goal( O,, g, s;.world, d;, V-) is 
g, then every disjunct of the formula returned by Progress-goal( s;.goal, s;.world, d;, 7~) 
will contain a conjunct that is a disjunct of the disjunctive normal form of g. 0 
Lemma A.4. If s;s;+i . . . satisfies Properties A.1 and A.2, and f;) = g Uar h, for some 
p ( 1 < p < m;), then there exists a state sj (j > i) such that (a) (C;i’ d;) 3 t 
and s,;+l.goal has conjuncts that imply a disjunct of the disjunctive normal form of 
Progress-goal( h, sj.world, d,;, T) ; and (b) for all k (i < k < j) such that (CF=y’ d;) 3 
t, sk+l.goal has a conjunct that is a disjunct of the disjunctive normal form of 
Progress-goal( g, Sk, World, dk, %-) .
Proof. Let us note s;.goal = F; A gU>, h, where F; = A;,,) fi. From the definition of 
Progress-goal, Progress-goal( s;.goal, s;.world, d;, T) is equivalent to Progress-goal( F;, 
s;.world, d;, TT) A Progress-goal(g U>[ h, s;.world, d;, TIT). Let US note Fi V V Fi, the 
disjunctive normal form of Progress-goal( F;, s;.world, d;, T). We have three possibilities: 
(I) d; < t, (II) d; > t and t # 0, and (III) t = 0. 
Case I. According to the definition of Progress-goal, when d; 6 t, then we must 
have Progress-goal(g U>r h, s;.world, d;, T) = g I!J>(~-~,) h. By taking into account the 
notations above, Progress-goal( s;.goal, s;.world, d;, T> = Vyl, (F;’ A g U>(,-d,) h). From 
the definition of Expand, we must have s;+l.goal = Fi A gU>(,_d,) h, for some q 
(1 < q < n;). We can repeat this reasoning with states s;+t, s;+2, and so on. Since we 
required that all action durations be strictly positive, it follows that there exists a state 
sj (j 3 i) such that t’ = (t - (C=;’ d;)) 3 0, d,; > t’, and sj.goal= Fi:‘-’ A g U>ft h, 
for some q ( 1 < q < nj_ I). Then, either t’ # 0 or t’ = 0. If t’ # 0, then Sj is in the 
same situation as s; in Case II; otherwise, Sj is in the same situation as S; in Case III. 
In either case, we continue the argumentation of Case II or Case III by replacing s; by 
S.;, and reach the conclusion that Lemma A.4 holds. 
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Case II. According to the definition of Progress-goal, if di > t and t Z 0, 
Progress-goaJ( g ~2, h, si.world, di, TT) is equivalent to g U>o h. But, from the definition 
of Progress-goal, Progress-goaJ( si.goat, si.world, di, T) = ‘$!, ( F; A g U>o h). From the 
definition of Expand, Si+l .goal = Fi A g t&o h, for some 4 ( 1 6 4 < ni) . Thus, si+l is in 
the same situation as Si in Case III. Hence, we continue the argumentation of Case III 
by replacing si by si+l, and reach the conclusion that Lemma A.4 holds. 
Case III. According to the definition of Progress-goal, if t = 0, it follows that 
Progress-goaJ( g U>O h, s,. world, d, , v) 
= Progress-goaJ( h, si.world, di, ST) V 
(Progress-goal(g, si.wotId, di, T) A g U>o h). 
Let us note Vz, gi and Vz, hi the disjunctive normal forms of, Progress-goaJ(g, si.world, 
di, rt) and Progress-goaJ( h, si.worJd, di, T), respectively. Then, 
Progress-goal( si.goal, si.world, d;, T) 
From the definition of Expand, we have two possibilities: (A) Si+t .goal = Fi A hf., for 
some 9 (1 < q 6 ui) and r (1 < r 6 n); or (B) si+l.goal = Fi A Si, A gU>o h, for 
some q (1 < q < nt) and r (1 < r < m). 
Case 1II.A. If si+t .goal = Fi A hi, then since hl is a disjunct of the disjunctive normal 
form of Progress-goaJ( h, si.world, di, T), part (a) of Lemma A.4 is satisfied. Moreover, 
since j = i, part (b) of Lemma A.4 is trivially satisfied. 
Case 1II.B. If si+i.goal = Fi A g; A g f,t>o h, then since si+l.goal contains gU>e h as 
a conjunct, we can resume the reasoning from the beginning of Case III, but applied to 
Si+i. Similarly, we can repeat this for Si+Z, and SO on. It follows that, for any state sk 
(k > i) before any state s,J satisfying part (a) of Lemma A.4 (assuming that such a 
state sj exists), sk+l .goal must be of the form F$ A gf, A gIla0 h, for some q’ and r’. 
This means that all states before s,~ satisfy part (b) of Lemma A.4. Thus, to complete 
the proof, it remains to show that a state s,; satisfying part (a) of Lemma A.4 effectively 
exists. 
By Property A.2, there exists a state sl after si such that st.eventualities = 8. Either 
there exists a state s,i between si and s/ such that s,i satisfies part (a) of Lemma A.4 or 
no such state exists. If such a state sj exists, then this trivially ends the proof. Now, if no 
such state Sj exists, this means that all states between Si and sJ fall in Case 1II.B. Hence, 
st.goal is of the form Ft-’ A gt-’ A g .!.I>0 h, for some q” and 1”. From the definition of 
Expand and Progress-e&kJi$es, St+, eventualities must contain g Uau h. But then, by 
Property A.2, there must exist a state sl/ after SI+I such that st/.eventualities = 0. From 
the definition of Expand and Progress-eventualities, this means that there exists a state 
s,if between sl and sir such that s.ir+t eventualities is obtained by removing g i&o h from 
s.i’ .eventualities because Progress-goal( h, s,i’ .world, dj’ , TT) is locally entailed by Sj’+t . 
From this, it follows that s,it+i .goal has conjuncts that imply a disjunct of the disjunctive 
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normal form of Progress-goal( h, S,~J .world, d,,) , TT) . Hence, state s~+~ satisfies part (a) 
of Lemma A.4. 0 
Lemma AS. rf SiSi+l . . . satisfies Properties A. 1 and A.2, and $, = g IJG~ h, for some 
p ( 1 < p < mi), then there exists a state s,, (j 3 i) such that (a) (C{=” dt) 6 t 
and sj+l .goal has a conjunct that is a disjunct of the disjunctive normal form of 
Progress-goal( h, s,i. world, d,i 3 T) ; and (b) f or all k (i 6 k < j), sk+l.gOal has a 
conjunct that is a disjunct of the disjunctive normal form of Progress-goal(g, sk.world, 
dk, r). 
Proof. The proof is similar to that for Lemma A.4 in Case III since, for t greater than 
the duration of the current action, the progression of g UQ h is similar to the progression 
of gu>u h. But, to prove part (a) of the lemma, we use the observation that sooner 
or later, we reach a state at which the time constraint for the until connective is less 
than the duration of the current action. From the definition of Progress-goal, h must be 
progressed through that state or before. 17 
Lemma A.6. If sisi+l . . satisjes Properties A.1 and A.2, and fl, = q ,, g, for some 
p (1 6 p < mi), then for all j 2 i such that (c/i’ dt) N t, sj+l .goal has a 
conjunct that is a disjunct of the disjunctive normal form of the formula returned by 
Progress-goal ( g, s,i . world, d.i 1 T> . 
Proof. The proof is similar to Lemma A.4 and Lemma AS. In fact, q ,,g is almost 
equivalent to g UNf false and is progressed like an until formula, except that we do not 
have to check that false is eventually satisfied. 0 
Lemma A.7. If ~0.~1 . . satisfies Properties A. 1 and A.2, then for all i 2 0 and for all 
p (1 6 p 6 mi>, Si + f:). 
Proof. We prove this by induction on the structure of fi. The basic case is when fi is 
a proposition. In this case, n-( fh, si.world) returns true or false. From the definition of 
Progress-goal, if ?r( f$, s;.world) returns false, then Progress-goal( f;, si.world, di, T) 
returns false. This would cause si+l.goal = false. But this is impossible according to 
Property A. 1. Hence, the only possible result for GT( fh, si.world) is true. By the semantic 
definition of MTL, then si k fi). 
The inductive case is for a formula fi, that is the negation of a proposition, or a 
formula whose main connective is 0, 0, or II (from the definition of Expand, a goal 
labeling a state is a conjunct of such formulas). We only show the proof for g lJ<[ h. 
By Lemma AS, there exists a state Sj (j 3 i) such that (a) (E/i1 dt) < t and 
sj+l.goal has a conjunct fy ii’, for some q ( 1 < q < m,i+l ) that is a disjunct of the 
disjunctive normal form of Progress-goal( h, s,i.world, dj, 7~) ; and (b) for all k (i < k < 
j), sk+l.goal has a conjunct ff+l, for some r ( 1 < r 6 mk+l ), that is a disjunct of the 
disjunctive normal form of Progress-goal( g, sk.world, dk, T) . In case (a), by inductive 
hypothesis, we have sj+t /= fr’. Since fc’ is a disjunct of the disjunctive normal form 
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of Progress-goal( h, sj.world, dj, T), Sj+l k Progress-goal( h, s,t.world, dj, v). Then, by 
Theorem 4, Sj k h. Similarly, in case (b), for any k (i < k < j), sk /= g. Hence, by 
the semantic definition of MTL, si + gU<, fi. q 
Now, we can prove Theorem 11. 
PrOOf. Let SOS1 . . * Sj . v. Sj a path terminated by a cycle and produced by Expand. If 
for all i 3 0, s;.goal # false, and there exists k 3 j such that sk.#entuektk?s = 8, 
then any infinite sequence unwound from the path satisfies Properties A.1 and A.2. By 
Lemma A.7, for any state si on that sequence and for any fi) that is a conjunct of si.geal 
( l 6 p < m;), si b A. But, si.geel= fI A.. . A &. Hence, si b si.goel. q 
A.3. Theorem 12 
For any path terminated by a cycle WOWI . . . WI.. . WI, and produced by succ, the 
injinite sequence obtained by unwinding the cycle satisfies an MTL formula f if 
and only if the graph produced by Expand contains a path terminated by a cycle 
SOS1 . . . sj . . . sj such that (a) for all i > 0, si.goal # false; (b) there exists k > j such 
that skkwntualities = 8; and (c) so.world = wo and, for any Si’ and Wi, if sL/ .world = wi, 
then S;J+ I . world = w,+ 1. 
Proof. If (a), (b), and (c), then wo t= f. 
This follows trivially from Theorem 11. 
Ifwo t= f, then (a), (b), and (c). 
Let us note di the duration of the transition from w, to wi+t. Let us build a 
path Of pairs (wo, fo)(Wi, fl) . . . (wk,.fk) . (wk, fk) such that fo = f and fi+l = 
Progress-goal( fi,Wi, dt,r) for all i > 0. This path is terminated by a cycle 
(wk, fk) . . . (Wk, fk) because it is defined from a path wow1 . . . ~1.. . wl that is also 
terminated by a cycle, and Progress-goal can generate only finitely many different for- 
mulas. ‘O 
For any J;, let us note f; V. . -V fi, the disjunctive normal form of fi. By Theorem 4, 
since wg b fo, then we must have wt b fl. Similarly, from wt b fl, we have 
w2 k f2. And so on, we obtain wi k fi for any world state wi. From this, we have 
that, for every world state wit there exists at least one fi such that wi b fi. Then, 
using Theorem 4 again, it follows that, for every fi such that wi + 4, there exists 
f;?’ such that w;+t k f?’ and fi+’ is a disjunct of the disjunctive normal form of 
Progress-goah fk, wi,d;,r). Thus, there exists at least one path terminated by a cycle 
(wo, $) (WI, fi) . . . (Wk, f,“) . . (Wk, f,“) and satisfying the property that for any state 
w;, (P.1) Mii + 4 and (P.2) f?’ is a disjunct of the disjunctive normal form of 
Progress-goal( fi, w;, di, r). (We use the symbol P to denote “P.1 and P2”.) 
“’ The number of propositions and connectives in f is fixed; time values are atways decreased with action 
durations, but never below 0. Since the path h&finitely many actions, there are finitely many different 
durations for decrementing time values. Hence, Progress-goal can generate finitely many subformulas with 
different time constraints. 
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Now, for any pair (~0, fl,‘, such that ~0 /= $, let us construct a graph G of extended 
states by grouping all paths rooted on this state and satisfying Property P, while extending 
each pair (wi, $) with a set of eventualities ei; each tuple (wi, fi, ed) denotes an 
extended state si/ with sit.world = wi, sil.goul = f& and s;t.eventualities = ec. Precisely, 
G is constructed as follows. The root is a state SO with so.world = WO, sogoal = $, 
and soeventualities = 0. Then, for any state si/, successors are obtained as follows: for 
any pair (Wi+t , fp’) that is a successor of (wi, $) on a path rooted on (we, c) and 
satisfying Property P, sif has a successor si/+t, with s;f+l .world = wi+l, s,f+l goal = fi+‘, 
and sif + 1 .eventualities = Progress-eventuaJities( sir, sij+l, d,, , n-) 
From P.2 and s;t+t .eventualities = Progress-eventuaJities( sit, s;t+l, dtt, 7~)) it follows 
that G is a subgraph of the graph generated by Expand from SO. The graph G cannot be 
empty since above we concluded that there exists at least one path satisfying Property 
I? By Property I?1 and Theorem 4, it follows that, for every state s of G, s.goal # 
false. Hence, all paths of G satisfy part (a) of Theorem 12. By Property PI and the 
definition of Progress-eventualities, it follows that at least one path satisfies part (b) of 
Theorem 12. ” From the definition of G, all paths of G satisfy part (c) of Theorem 12. 
Hence, G contains a path satisfying parts (a), (b), and (c) of the theorem. As G is 
part of the graph generated by Expand, there exists a path generated by Expand that 
satisfies parts (a), (b), and (c) of Theorem 12. 0 
A.4. Theorem 16 
Given an initial world state wg, a transition function succ for world states, a function 
r that evaluates propositions, and a formula f, there exists a reactive plan satisfying f 
if and only if the graph generated by Expand contains a realization. 
Proof. If the graph generated by Expand contains a realization, then there exists a 
reactive plan satisfiing f. 
This direction is trivial. It follows from the definition of a realization and the obser- 
vation that a reactive plan is merely a syntactic sugar for a realization. 
If there exists a reactive plan satisfying f, then the graph generated by Expand 
contains a realization. 
A reactive plan satisfying f can be seen as a finite set of paths terminated by 
cycles such that an infinite sequence unwound from any of these paths satisfies f. ‘* 
By Theorem 12, for each of these paths, the graph generated by Expand contains a 
corresponding path satisfying the criteria 1 and 2 of a realization. Now all together, 
these paths generated by Expand satisfy all the criteria of a realization. Hence, there 
exists a subgraph generated by Expand that is a realization. 0 
” This follows by contradiction, by observing that if part (b) did not hold for any path, this would mean 
that there is a formula g Utn h labeling some state such that the progression of h is not locally entailed by 
any descendant. This contradicts Property P I. 
‘* By definition, a reactive plan is finite; thus, the number of different paths terminated by cycles composing 
a reactive plan is also finite; but, all together, these paths may generate infinitely many infinite sequences. 
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Appendix B. Search control formulas 
Search control formulas are progressed by using the TLPLAN package which supports 
first-order temporal formulas [3]. Formulas are given in prefix notation. The time 
constraint for the modal connectives is implicitly “3 0”. Following is the specification 
for search control Formula 3. 
(always 
(forall (?room) (in robot ?room) 
(and 
(forall (?object) (holding robot ?object) 
(and 
.* grasp only relevant objects only 
Lexists (?room2) (goal (in ?object ?room2))) 
(forall (?room2) (goal (in ?object ?room2)) 
(and 
.. keep held objects until in their rooms. 
;ff-then-else (= ?room ?room2) 
(next (not (holding robot ?object))) 
(next (holding robot ?object))> 
; ; don't come back until having delivered object. 
(next (implies (not (in robot ?room)) 
(until (not (in robot ?room)) 
(in ?object ?room2)))))))) 
;; if arm empty, don't come back until having grasped 
.. an object 
kimplies (not (exists (?object) (holding robot '?object))) 
(next (implies (not (in robot ?room)) 
(until (not (in robot ?room)) 
(exists (?object> 
(holding robot ?object)))))) 
*. move only when there exist objects to move 
;fmplies (not (exists (?object ?room) (in ?object ?room) 
(exists (?room2) (goal (in ?object ?room2)) 
(not (= ?room2 ?room))))) 
(next (in robot ?room))> 
(forall (?door ?room2) (door/room ?room) 
(and 
;; keep doors opened, expect those controllable by 
;; the kid. 
(implies (and (opened ?door) 
(or (not (exists (?door2) (kid-doors) 
(= ?door ?door2))) 
(not (exists (?t> (clock kid 0 ?t))))) 
(next (opened ?door))) 
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.. open doors only when there exist objects to move. 
timplies (and (not (opened ?door)) 
(not (goal (opened ?door))) 
(not (exists (?object ?room) 
(in ?object ?room) 
(exists (?room2) 
(goal (in ?object ?room2)) 
(not (= ?room2 ?room)))))> 
(next (not (opened ?door)))) 
;; if the robot opens a door, it must enter the 
.* connected room immediately. 
iimplies (not (opened ?door)) 
(next (implies (opened ?door) 
(next (in robot ?room2)))))))))) 
Formula 2 is obtained from Formula 3 by removing the subformula annotated by the 
comment “if the robot opens a door, it must enter the connected room immediately”. 
Formula 1 is obtained from Formula 2 by further removing the subformulas annotated 
by the comments “don’t come back until having delivered object” and “if arm empty, 
don’t come back until having grasped an object”. 
All these formulas are general for the robot domain and do not depend on a specific 
initial state or goal. To fully understand them, the reader may need some familiarity 
with the TLPLAN goal specification notations, which are explained in [ 31. 
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